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A NATIONAL SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE PERTAINING TO POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES OF TEACHER SELECTION WAS SENT TO OVER 380 LARGE SCHOOL
SYSTEMS ACROSS THE NATION. ONLY THOSE SYSTEMS HAVING AN ENROLLMENT
OF AT LEAST 12,000 STUDENTS WERE INCLUDED. COMPARISONS WERE MADE
WITH RESPECT TO SCHOOL SYSTEM SIZE, TEACHER SELECTION RATE, TEACHER
TURNOVER RATE, AND STUDENT-TEACHER RATIO BY ANALYZING AND
INTERPRETING RESPONSES OF 85 PERCENT OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
LIMITATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY WERE DISCUSSED, AND
SEVERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH WERE OFFERED. A MAJOR
FINDING WAS THAT SELECTION METHODS IN MOST SCHOOL SYSTEMS FOCUS
ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY ON THE OVERT, PERIPHERAL ASPECTS OF THEIR TEACHER
CANDIDATES, AND NOT ON COVERT, DYNAMIC PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS.
IT APPEARED, THEREFGRE, THAT MOST SELECTION PROCEDURES ARE
DETERMINED BY WHAT IS EASILY OBTAINED RATHER THAN ON WHAT MIGHT BE
IMPORTANT TO ASSESS, INCLUDING THE MENTAL HEALTH OF PROSPECTIVE
TEACHERS. (JH)
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PREFACE

The Board of Examiners of the New York City Board of Education is the mostactive selection agency in public education today. Over 50,000 applicants areexamined annually for hundreds of different teaching and other pedagogical
positions.

Small wonder is it, therefore, that the Board of Examiners has always beena zealous critic of its own procedures, constantly seeking to improve. Indeed,an imposing record of modifications has been established over the past fewyears. Nevertheless, it has been a source of dissatisfaction to it, to notethe repeated difficulties in obtaining a research staff to embark on the funda.mental problems of studies of validity and reliability of procedures. It is,furthermore, a source of chagrin to note that the problem of selection of schoolpersonnel has been under investigated, despite its patent significance in as erawhich so ackncwledges the importance of education« No doubt the persistentdifficulty in establishing satisfactory criteria serves to deter most researchworkers, particularly since few can command the resources of a David Ryans,to cite a conspicuous exception.

In an effort to turn attention to the problem of selection of school per-sonnel, the Board of Examiners has undertaken the study, now being prefaced.The first question to be asked is: "Haw do large school systems select theirpersonnel?" This is a necessary preliminary to the more fundamental, moredifficult questions involving evaluation of procedures, which must eventuallybe posed.

Fortunately for the Board of Examiners, at the time it was interested inthis question, it had available as its sole research worker, Dr. Perry M. Wick,a former classroom teacher with a doctorate gained in the area of the study ofeducational personnel. The study was started with Dr. Wick's good help andreached an advanced point . questionnaires
developed, data collected, analysisbegun . when Hunter College shoved astuteness in its personnel selection byacquiring Dr. Kalick for its faculty. Good fortune struck the Board ofExaminers again, when Dr. Gerhard Lang was appointed as a research associate,a sparkling example of the virtues of open competitive merit examination.Dr. Lang then went ahead to complete the study with the continued cooperationof Dr. Kalick and the research committee of the Board of Examiners.

Completion of the study would not have been possible within the limitedresources of the Board of Examiners. It is with a deep sense of ,gratitude thatthe aid of the United Status Office of Education is hereby acknowledged.Through a generous grant, the data completed by the cooperating school systemswere processed electronically,
thereby making the results available before theybecame obsolete.

There are many individuals whose cooperation and assistance it is apleasure to recognise. Professor Robert L. Thorndike, Dr. Donald Medley, andDr. Joseph Justmsn gave valued advice and consultation with respect to collec-tion and treatment of data, Messrs. Mandl Hoffman and Herbert Sichel of AbacusAssociates, Inc., were most helpful in translating into plain language theintricacies of data processing and interpretation of the mass of findings.Miss Sue Moskowitz provided her gifted talent to the editorial process. Dr.Albert J. Harris, Director, Office of Research and Eveluation, Division of



Teacher Education of The City University of New York, sponsored the resetrchproposal, and dad thouightful ideas for obtaining the grant. Dr. Claud* E.ilawley, ,.'of the Research ibundition of The 'City University of New York,transwittedthe proposal; Mr. Jaoob Blank, Treasurer of the foundation, tookcare of the onstom unit of dispersing the funds; and Mrs. Ands Anderson.,Research Assistant of the Ibundation, extended aid graciously.

In order to cepttalite at the affects of recen0y, the deepest expression ofgratitud* is "left for lent. The 20 .cooperating school systems, listed inAppendix *, lids the steady possible. In an era of overdose of questionnaires,thva officiate is these school iristema filled out, with oars sod attention, thekisp-alsed vatilty that
board

the tow notarial for this stud*. In expressingthe appreciation of the board of ibraadoers to these school officials, the hopeis voiced VON *bit study ono help to hi* one towbar selection procedures intheir wheel syetimea. Mos, it nay earn to haprova the *donation of ourchildren, which achievement is after all, our reason for undertaking the study*

Barry Li Gilbert

Isidore login
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The current continuing shortage of teachers (NEA, 1965) has made it in-
creasingly difficult to staff our schools with qualified personnel. Reasons for
the present teacher shortage includet (1) the low birth rate during the de.
pression years, (2) the inability of the teaching profession to attract enough of
the cream of the high school graduates, the greater part of which is drawn off by
other vocations, (3) the comparatively high teacher turnover rate (approximately
10 per cent annually), (4) the inadequacy of teacher salaries, (5) the relative-
ly mediocre public image of the school teacher, (6) the population explosion in
recent years, (7) the continuing pattern of reductior, of teacher-pupil index,
(8) increasing requirements for admission to the profession of teaching, and
(9) increasing demands made on teachers to participate in out-of-classroom
activities.

Nevertheless, there are some indications that the supply of teachers will
increase during the next decade (Steward, 1964). Improvements in salary schedules
and working conditions can help to increase the number of applicants for teaching
positions. However, even so, it is by adopting effective teacher selection
policies and procedures that a school system can most readily reap the best of
its annual harvest of applicants. In the present situation, it is especially
essential that good teachers not be "lost" through inefficient selection methods.

In attempting to develop sound teacher selection policies and procedures it
Is helpful for any school system to become familiar with the practices and ex-
periences of other school systems. Since, to date, there has been very scant
quantitativa research into the entire scope of the teacher selection process, it
was decided to make the study reported here, which represents an attempt to sur-
vey teacher selection policies and procedures prevailing in large public school
systems.

Since larger school systems employ a greater number of teachers than do
smaller systems, it was deemed appropriate to assign priority tc the survey of
large school systems.

It was postulated as motivation for the study that the selection of teachers
might well have a substantial effect upon the success of education in this
critical period of American society.

Related Research

A review of the literature on teacher selection methods indicated that el
though teacher selection policies and procedures have attracted much attention
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over the years, no comprehensive survey of methods used by large public school
systems has been undertaken (e.g., Ryans, 1949a; Ross, 1955; Bradfield and
Edwards, 1958; Hall and Vincent, 1960; Durflinger, 1963).

In 1951 the American Association of Examiners and Administrators of Edu-
cational Personnel published a monograph which was designed to serve as a refer.
ence book for superintendents, examiners, educational personnel workers, and mem-bers of boards of education. The monograph presented the history of the merit
system, offered a set of principles of teacher selection, and dealt with recom
mendations made by members of the panel of experts regarding specific aspects ofthe selection process, such as methods of recruitment, eligibility requirements,kinds of examinations, and the probationary period.

The only relatively recent study of any magnitude was conducted eight
years ago by the National Education Association (NEA, 1956). This study dealt
primarily with the entire area of personnel administration and only partiallywith the teacher selection process.

A sizeable number of articles offered suggestions regarding what should bedone in the field of teacher selection but no empirical data were presented
(e.g.* Ryans, 1949b; Am. Assn.of Sch. Adm., 1955; Chichester, 1956; McIntyre,1958; Carlo, 1959; Carey, 1959).

Another group of articles reported on some practices prevalent in a fewsmall school systems (e.g., Mintzer, 1957; Lennon, 1958; Green, 1960; Redefer,1962).

Nall and Vincent (1960) in their review of the literature dealing withteacher selection methods observed that: (1) increasingly, administrators arerelying upon the interview as a primary method of gathering data, (2) examin-ations are becoming increasingly important as selection devices, and (3) lettersof recommendation, although considered to be of dubious value, have been widelyused in the selection process for many years. The authors concluded their re.view with a note of caution. Even though a large variety of techniques and in.struments have been used to select teachers, it should be emphasized "that untilmore is known about predicting effective teaching and the behaviors which charac-terize effective teachers, little can be done to develop techniques and instru-ments for selecting teachers" (p. 1377).

Objectives

The objectives of the study were as follows:

(1) To survey teacher' selection policies and procedures in large public schoolsystems*

(2) Within the rubric of "large" systems, to compare school systems of varioussizes with respect to their teacher selection policies and procedures.

"This study dealt only with regularly appointed teachers.

1
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(3) To determine relationships of teacher selection policies and procedures
to teacher selection rate and to teacher-pupil index.

(4) To determine fields of needed research in the area of teacher selection.

Questions Posed

The following questions were raised:

(1) What are the teacher selection policies and procedures in large public
school systems?

(2) With respect to which teacher selection policies and procedures do
similarities exist among large public school systems?

(3) With respect to which teacher selection policies and procedures do absolute
trends exist among school systems according to size?

(4) With respect to which teacher selection policies and procedures do school
systems included in one stratum deviate from the absolute trend established
by school systems included in the other strata?

(5) To what extent are teacher selection policies and procedures related to
teacher selection rate?

(6) To what extent are teacher selection policies and procedures related to
teacher-pupil index?

Operational Definitions

Large school system a system having 12,000 or mere pupils

Regularly appointed teacher

Teacher selection rate

Teacher turnover rate

Teacher -pupil index

a teacher who has received a contract for the
school year and is not assigned on either a
substitute or a per dJem basis

[I

number of teachers hired to fill vacancies
number of teachers in school system,in.. 100

eluding new positions

IInumber of

minus the

number of

teachers hired to fill vacancies
number of teaching positions

newl created
teachers in school system,in
eluding new positions

number of teachers per 1000 pupils

100
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School system strata groupings of school systems on the basis of
size of the teaching staff

Stratum 1

Stratum

Stratum 3

Stratum 4

Stratum 5

Similarity of responses among
school systems

great similarity

moderate similarity

those school systems hiving a teaching staff
of 3000 or more

those school systems having a teaching staff
of 14004999

those school systems having a teaching staff
of 800.1399

those school systems having a teaching staff
of 600 -799

thoseschool systems_having a teaching staff
of 400 -599

responses (in per cent) made by strata of
school systems, which are included within a
specified range

responses which lie within a range of 0-5

responses which lie within a range of 5.1-
10.0

slight similarity
responses which lie within a range of 10.1.-
15.0

Absolute trend

Analysis of existing staff
resources

a continual increase or decrease in the per
centage of responses found, when school sys-
tem strata are compared in sequence

an inventory of personal and professional
characteristics of staff members currently
employed by the school system

Question
one of the six questions posed for the study

Questionnaire item a component or sub- component of the Teacher
Selection Questionnaire
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A total of 382 large public school systems (those having et least 12,000
pupils) less identified. Of this number of school systems, 320 (83.8%) returnedthe Teacher Selection Questionnaire. The distribution of the school systemswhich were contacted and responded is shown belowt

Stratum'. Pupil Enrollment
No. of Systems
Contacted

No. of Systems

Responding RespondinK

1 100,00 or more 19 18 94.7

2 50,000 99,999 42 42 100.0

3 25,000 . 49,999 71 64 90.1

4 12,000 24,999 250 196 78.4
TOTAL 382 320 83.8

Pupil enrollment is one way of looking at school system size. However,since the problem under study was teacher selection, it seemed more meaningfuland functional to consider the size o2 a system in terms of the number ofteachers that it employs.. Accordingly, the zesponding systems were distributedamong the strata as follows

No. of Teachers No. of Systems No. of SystemsStratum in System Contacted Responding Lattleglyal
1 3000 or more 29 28 96.6

2 1400 . 2999 56 54 96.4

3 800 . 1399 93 79 84.9

4 600 . 799 85 73 85.9

5 400 599 119 86 72 3
TOTAL 382 320 83.8

11110P111MMMLINNEW

'Classification system mood by the National Education Association. How.ever, in this study because of the operational superiority of the alternate useof the term stratumn which immediately follows, the NSA "strata" were not usedin this study.
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It should be noted that whereas the grouping of school systems with
respect to pupil enrollment resulted in a very unevcgn distributirm, the grouping
of the responding systems into five strata, according to number of Teachers in
a system, resulted in a more even distribution of the respondents.

In establishing ranges for the strata, the respondent systems were ranked
on the basis of size (number of teachers in system) by intervals of 50
(teachers). Systems ranged in size from 400 to over 40,000 teachers. Since
natural break points in the ranking occurred at 1400 and 3000 ueachers, Stratum
1 was established at 3000 teachers and over, and Stratum 2 at 14002999 teachers
The remaining systems, ranging in size from 400 1399 teachers, were then
allocated to three additional strata (Stratum 3, 800.1399 teachers, Stratum 4,
600.799 teachers, and Stratum 5, 400.599 teachers). In establishing ranges for
these three strata it was not intended that each stratum contain an equal number
of systems. To do so would have necessitated breaking into two intervals (550-
599 and 750-799) that contained 23 and 3 systems respectively.

instrumentation

Using as a basis a review of the literature and the researcher3# own
knowledge of the field* a Teacher Selection Questionnaire2 was developed cover
ing the following areas of teacher selection policies and procedure

1. Analysis of existing staff resources (1,2)3

2, Preparation and use of job descriptions (3)

3. Resources used in the recruitment of applicants (4,33)

4. Means of giving prospective candidates information regarding the school
system to which they are applying (7)

5. Non -local selection of teachers (8,22,23,24)

6. Use of the application form (9)

7. Professional preparation required for teaching positions (10,25,26)

8. Use and follow-up of references (11,12)

9. Use of examinations (written, oral, physical, etc.) (506,13027,28,29)

10. Interview techniques in teacher selection (14,15,16,17,30,31)

2Questionnaire items are listed in Table 7, Appendix A.

3The numbers in parentheses refer to section number* of the questionnaire.



11, Classroom observation of candidates (18,19,32)

12. Use of eligibility lists (20)

13. Timing of notification of appointment (34)

14. Declination of offer of appointment (35)

15. Appeals from the decision of the seleettag authority (21)

Procedure

Oats Collection

The questionnaire was sent during October 1963 to all large public school
systems in the nation, During January 1964 a follow-up luestionnaire yap mailed
to those school systems which had not replied. School op:Items which returned
questionnaires containing incomplete and/or omitted items were contacted during
March 1964 for the missing data. By the and of April 1964, 83.8% (N 320) of382 school systems contacted had returned useable questionnaires.

The request to complete the questionnaire was addressed to the superin.
tondent of the school system. Table 1 shove the title of the person who
actually filled out the fora. In at least 93% of the systems a high ranking
official supplied the data requested. Furthermore, the questionnaire dealt withfactual rather than attitudinal information 004 thus, presumably, the respondentwas more likely to furnish accurate information. It may be assumed, therefore,
that reliable responses were obtained.

TABLE 1

Title of Person Who Completed the Questionnaire

Title N

Superintendent 96 30.0

Personnel Director 92 28,8

Assistant Superintendent in Charge of Personnel 88 27,5

Director of Research
11 3.4

Associate Superintendent 4 1.2'
Other* 13 4.1

Not specified
5.Q

TOTAL 100.0

+101111NRNIMINIIININNIINIIIIMMO

*Other Persons: Chief Examiner, Assistant Superintendent in
Charge of Administration, Administrative Assistant to Superintendent
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Questionnaire responses were codified for data processing. Initially it
had been planned to corpere school system vita restect to their timber
selection policies and prooedures in terms of the mane of pupils enrolled
as wall as the mastier of teachers employed. it toed base also planned to
dateralas relationships between certain aspeets of teacher selection policies
and procedures sod tizimer rielection ante* teacher tutisevorr rate and teacher.
pupil tasks

Intercorrelations mere obtained among the five variables number of
pupils, number of teachers, teacher selection rata, teacher turnover rote,
and teacharloup11 index to &terabit whether it mould be necessary to
study all tla relationships mentioned above. The intercorreist ions are
slime in Table 24

TABU 2

intescorseletions Aurae Selected VarlabLes
(N %O)

etiiiilalqw111111MININe,

2

ireINIANI011.111NIMINIMIlliMENNIRMIN&

Variable
imeney

1

2

3

4

3

414=iimramt

(No of Pupils) .992

(No. of Teachers)

(Teacher Selection Rate)

(Teacher Turnover Sate)

(Teacher-Pupil Index)

-.065

..037

0092

.0085

824

..132

.079

.O62

.418

1111



Number of pupils enrolled end number of teachers employed correlated very
highly cd, 0 .992). Teacher selection rate and teacher turnover rate also con,
related very highly ("gm .824). It was decided, therefore, to make coompari
sons among school systems solely with respect to the number of teachers em-
ployed and to use teacher-pupil index, teacher selection rate, but not teacher
turnover rate, to determine relationships between these variable* and certain
aspects of teacher selection policies and procedures.

Questlom No. 1.thio4sh 4. Computations were made of frequencies and per.
cenLages of responses given by school systems included within each of the five
strata, as well as of responses by the total population included in this study*

dons No. 3 and 6. The responses given by the study's tetal perutn
on 51 questionnaire it were grouped by textiles (lower 1/3, middle 1/3, and
upper 1/3) with respect to the teacher selection rate and the teacher-pupil
index. From the pllol of 228 response options on 31 questionnaire items, 72 ra*w
sponse options were selected for factor analysis in accordance with the follow-ing criteriat

(1) the responses had to reflect an absolute trend,
(2) the responses had to fall between
(3) the responses in the lower 1/3 had to differ from those in the

upper 1/3 by at least 514

The responses to the 72 options were subjected to a factor analysts via
the centroid method of extraction and the vartmsx method of rotation. Twelvefactors were extracted. Judgmental factor refinement mad definition resultedIn the creation of two additional factor*. Factor descriptions are shown inTable 3, page 45. Weighted factor scores were generated,

Pearson's productmoment correlations were computed to determine rel dam,*ships of the 14 factors to the teacher selection rate and teacher-pupil index.

Since the data for this study were obtained from virtually a total uulverse5,rather than from a sample, tests of significance were not needed,.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

mass of data related to questions #1 through #4 are difficult to on.
Therefore, Section A will present a summary of their major aspects,
by Section S in which data related to questions #1 through #4 are
In greater detail. Section C deals with data related to questions #5
Auxiliary analyses are reported in Section D.

Section At Summa o, Data on Questions No. I Through No. 4

Anal sib of Existing Staff Resources

About 4/5 (81.47.) of LPSS1 reported that they take an inventory of personal
And professional characteristics of their staff members currently employed.
however, as size of school system increases, there is a corresponding increase
In the percentage of systems that do not make a staff analyels. Exactly 4/5 of
LPSS analyze their staffs in terms of amount of professional preparation, where..
as fewer than 3/5 (57.8%) of the systems pay attention to the special skills cf
their staff members. About 3/4 (75.ft) of LPSS concern themselves with tit./
amount of teaching experience, and 2/3 (66.62) with the age of staff meMbers*
The larger the echool system, the less the attention given to the amount of
professional preparation*2 as well as to the amount of teaching experience*.

Almost all LPSS maintain data regarding individual staff Goobers; only 0.6%
do not. The vast majority (95.3%) use personnel folders, 40.3% use index cards,
and 20.1% use tMN or other data processing systems. in the larger school sys.
tams there is a clearly greater tendency to use LBIN or other data processing
systems.

Pre,Preparationara_tion and Use of Job escriptive

Fewer than *4 (23.1%) of the respondents prepare job descriptions for teach-
ing vacancies and only 5% of LPSS use a specific job description form. In this
respect, systems of varying sires are greatly similar. Job descriptions tend to
Incorporate more frequently items such as grade or subject to be taught (20.6%),
and amount of professional preparation required (20.0%); less frequently items

1LPSS Large Public School Systems.

2*This symbol is used to indicate that school systems included in one
stratum deviate fros the absolute trend established by school systems in the
other four strata. The absence of an asterisk denotes that the responses of
school systems in Strata 1 through 3 reflect an absolute trend*



such aa physical working conditions (9.1%), and characteristics of pupils
(7.5%). As size of school system increases there is a lesser tendency to in.'
elude the following pieces of information in job descriptions: amount of pro«
fessional preparation required*, spcdfic competencies required*, and salary
range*.

Resources Used in the Recruitment of Applicants

The three primary resources used in the recruitment of applicants are:
(1) placement bureaus of teachers colleges, liberal arts coltegos, universities
(95.6%), (2) applications sent in voluntarily by applicants (94.4%), and
(3) direct recruitment on campuses of teachers colleges and universities
(85.3%). Much less use is made of commercial teacher agencies (37.8%), pub-
lished announcements of positions to be filled (37.2%), state departments of
education (33.4%), and state teachers' associations (30.3%).

The larger the school system, the lesser the tendency to use commercial
teachers agencies and state departments of education. The vast majority of
LPSS (93.1%) articulate their selection process with the senior year in teacher
training institutions so that prospective teachers coin enter regular teaching
positions upon graduation or very shortly thereafter.

21E0 of Givintammlimilwalltes Information 1.8.....aeardhith000lSstem
6CVhich They Are Apply1AR

Statements by recruitment officials (93.8%) and brochures (73.8%) are the
pr5.mary means by which LPSS give information regarding their systems. Only
4.7% of the respondents utilise films. An increase in size of school system is
accompanied by greater use of brochures as a means of communication*.

Non -localion of Teachers

About 19 out of 20 (95.9%) of LPSS extend teacher recruitment beyond
25 mile radius of their systems, In this respect, systems of varying sizes are
greatly similar. The search for candidates is extended beyond a 50 milt radius
of their school systems by 88.6% of LPSS. Only 15% of LPSS actively search for
candidates outside a 1000 mile radius of the system. The larger the school
system, the greater the tendency to make an active seerch for candidates out
side a 1000 mile radius of the system*.

Three out of four (75.9%) LPSS call upon the Director of Personnel (or a
member of his staff) to recruit teachers outside a 25 u41, radius of their sys.
teem; the larger the school system, the greater the tendency to involve him**
Size of system is also related to the involvement of the Superintendent of
Schools and the Principal in selecting teachers outside a 25 mile radius of the
school system, The larger the system, the losw likely are these two adminis-
trators to be involved,
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2422fEAIBILSPti°n Form

With the exception of one school system, all LPSS use en application form
in selecting teachers. LPSS are very similar in eliciting most commonly the
following kinds of information: education (99.77.), personal data (9901%)*
experience (98.4%), the kind of position wanted (95.0%), and references (9407%).
The larger the school system, the less concern is there with the applicentts
interests, e g,, music, athletics, dramatics, etc**.

Professional Pre aration Re uired for Teachin Positions

Four years of preparation beyond high school graduation is the predominant
requirement for teaching at all levels. As size of school system increases,
so does the requirement for five years of preparation for initial appointment
as a senior high school teacher. It was also noted that the higher the teaching
level, the more advanced is the preparation required.

Copies of transcripts of a candidates professional preparation are re.
quested by 85.6% of LPSS,

Candidates are required by 85.9% of LPSS to give evidence of state certifi.
cation for the positions for which they are being considered; the larger the
school system, the lesser the tendency to require this evidence,

Use and Follow-up of References

LPSS request references more commonly from former education employers
(96.9* and college or university professors (93.8%), less commonly from former
non-education employers (60.01) and friends of the candidate (24.7%).

At least 81.3% of LPSS follow up references; only 15.6% do not. Primary
means of follow up area contacting the recommender by telephone (66.2 %) and
writing to the recommender (62.5%). More infrequently there is a fees-toface
interview with the recommender (20.9%),

The larger the school systems the lesser the tendency to follow up reAxn-
encesik, to contact the recommender by telephone*, and to write to him*.

Use of Examinations written, ora h sica vete

Only 12.8% of LPSS give examinations as part of their selection process*
This practice is positively related to size of school system. About one in
eleven (9.1%) of LPSS issue examination announcements for their vacant teaching
positions. The larger the system, the greater the tendency to issue these
announcements* and to have an official (or officials) adminiater written examin.
ations*. Physical examinations are required by 61.2% of the school systems.
The larger the system, the greater the tendcincy: (1) to require candidates to
take a physical examination, (2) to have the school system physician give the
physical examination*, and (3) to use the National Teacher Examinations.



Interview Techni ues in Teacher Selection

All LPSS interview candidates. The interviews are conducted by a committee
in 46.6% of the school systems; in 53.4% of the systems, one individual inter..
views the candidates. The Director of Personnel, (or a member of his staff) wos
listed by 38.4% of LPSS as the individual most likely to serve as the sole
interviewer. The interview comedttee comprises most commonly the Principal
(38.8%), the Director of Personnel (32.2%), and the Director of Elementary or
Secondary Education (24.7%). The vast majority of LPSS indicated that they
provided their interviewers with training in the interviewing process. Inter.
viewers were almost alwys (37.5%) or usually (264.6%) trained, rather than almost
never (15.6%) or occasisonally (14.4%). The time allotted to the interview
ranges from 10 minutes (1.6%) to over one hour (4.17.), Typically, 20.30 minutes
are devoted to the interview by 55.0% of LPSS.

The five characteristics of the candidate most likely to be rated by the
interviewers are: personal appearance (98.1%), speech (96.9%), attitudes toward
his work (93.4%), interest stn children and/or youth (90.0%), and philosophy of
education (83.0%).

Almost equal use is made of the rating scale (32.8%), the haid.to.interviewn
blank (29.7%), and the checklist (26.9%) as a means of recording the results of
an interview. A maerical rating of an interview is not done by 18.4% of LPSS.

Slightly over 2/3 (68.4%) of LPSS never reimburse candidates for expenses
that they have incurred in connection with the personal interview; 24.1% of the
systems rarelido so.

Size of school system was found to be positively related to several inter-
view practices. The larger the school system, the greater the tendency: (1) to
have one individual, rather than a committee, interview the candidate*, (2) to
have the Director of Personnel (or a member of his staff) interview the can-
didate as the sole interviewer, (3) to blot generally between 20-30 minutes
for each interview, (4) almost always to train interviewers in the interview
process*, (5) never to reimburse the candidate for expenses incurred*, and (6)
to use a rating scale for recording the results of the interview*,

It ems further noted that the larger the school system, the lesser the
tendency: (1) to have the supervisor* and principal serve on the interview coma.
mitts. and (2) to allot 30.5 minutes for each interview *.

Classroom Observation of Candidates

About 3 out of 5 (59.1%) of LPSS do not observe candidates; one observation
is made by 20.3% and two Observations are made by 6.2% of the systems. Almost
of LPSS usuall (12.5%) or sometimes (35.6%) observe local candidates, whereas

almost 4/5 o t systems astelys (561%) or never (41.6%) observe candidates
outside a 25 mile rodius of the school system,

An increase in school system size is associated with a greater tendency
never to observe: (1) a candidate outside a 25 mile radius of the scho*1 system
and 2) a local candidata*.
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Thus it appears that classroom observation of candidates is not a common
preltice. LPSS are even less inclined to observe candidates at a distance of
25 miles or more away from their particular system.

112±LatiaMILM3254

Slightly feweg- tnan (23.47.)' of the respondents use eligibility lists in
selecting teachers for regular positioni. The larger the school system, the
greater the tendency to use eligibility lists. School system size was also
found to be positively related to the following practiceit (1) lists are rated*
(candidates art ranked), (2) candidates are given assignment preferences as a
result of higher ranking, (3) eligibility lists are made public*, and (4) ap-
pointments are made from the list in descending order*.

Timing of Notification of Appointment

May is typically the month by which most candidates are notified of their
appointment. Slightly more than 4/5 (81.2%) of LPSS notify their successful
candidates prior to the end of the school year. The larger the school system,
the greater the tendency to give later notification to candidates of their
appointment (e.g., June is the median month by which Stratum 1 systems notify
a candidate of his appointment, compared to May for Stratum 5 systems).

Decn.,afs

Only 4.7% of LPSS indicated that -hey do not allow a candidate to decline
an offer of appointment even once before he is removed from further consider
talon for any future appointments. About 3/10 (29.4%) allow a candidate an un-
limited number of times for declining an offer of appointment.

Appeals ,from the Decision of the Selectin Authorit

Only 15.6% of LPSS consider appeals from the decision of the selecting
authority; 69.7% of them do riot. The larger the school system, the greater the
tendency to consider appeals and to put the appeals procedure in writing.
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Section B$ 1 Through No. 4

9vastion No. What are the teacher seleeAon policies and procedures in large
public school systems?

The percentage listed next to each questionnaire 4tem denotes the percentage
of school systems (N 320) which responded to that particular item. The complete
data are presented in Table 7. A detailed listing of responses to the alternative
"Other" on sections of the questionnaire my be found in Table 10.

I. JA41111141.extiltimItaLLEtzass (1,2)3

A. School systems use the following categories in surveying their current
teaching staffs:

I. amount of professional preparation - 80,0%
2. amount of teaching experience 75.9%
3. age 66.6%
4. special skills . 57.8%

Fifteen percent of LPSS4 do not make a staff analysis.

School systems listed 22 additional categories, e.g., sex (N = 12,
personality (N 7), type and field of certification (N 4)$ special
interests (N 4), and salary (N gm

Be Data on staff members are maintained in the following ways:

1. The overwhelming majority (95.3 %) of LPSS use personnel
folders.

2, Slightly less than half (40.3%) use index cards.
3. About 1/3 (29.1%) ':use IBM or other data processing systems,

Fourteen other means of maintaining data were listed such as the use of theKardex file (N 6), payroll listing by school and department (N 5)0 andthe McBee card system (N - 6).

1:11erat!cztelnduseaobdescritional........2..... (3a. 3b, 3c)

Ake Only about % (23.1%) of the LPSS indicated that job descriptions aregenerally prepared for teaching vacanciea. About 3/4 (74.4%) of the systemsdo not prepare job descriptions.

B. The vast majority of the school systems (91.2%) do not use a specificjob description form; only 5% of them do so.

INNISIMISIONMINPOLUMMIIMSOID

*umbers in parenthesis identify the relevant Item numbers of thequestionnaire,

4LFSS el Large Public School Systems,
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Co The following items are typically included in the job description,:

1. grade and/or subject to be taught 20.6%
2. amount of professional preparation required 20.0%
3. teaching certificete required 19.1%
4. salary range - 16.8%
5. specific competencies required 17.2%
6. personal characteristics desired 10.0%
7, physical working conditions . 9.1%
8. characteristics of pupils 7.3%

Three systems include information about the community (objectives, character
istics, resources, cost of living, etc.).

III. Resotm.....hoentes,usedintlrlcEga....2u2Ruattl (4, 33)

A. The follming resources art used in the recruitment of spplicants4

1. placement bureaus of teachers colleges, liberal
arts colleges, and universities 95.6%

2, application sent in voluntarily by applicants 94.4%
3. direct recruitment on campuses of teachers colleges

and universities 0 85.3%
4. commercial teacher agencies 0 37.8%
5. published announcsmente of positions to be filled 37.2%
6. State Department of Education 33.4%
7. State Teachers Association 0 30.3%

LPSS utilise 18 other resources. 1,or example, 17 school systems rely upon
the recommendations of the present staff.

B. The vast majority (93.1%) of LPSS articulate their selection process with
the senior year in teacher-training institutions so that prospective teachers
can enter regular teaching positions upon graduation or very shortly there.
after,

Iiro Means of ivi t ve candidates inf tiara re

inrIzirrrycz,

LPSS give information primarily by means oft

1. recruitment officials. statements 93.8%
2. brochure 73.8%
3. films 0 447%

Seventeen other means of giving information are used, such as letters
(6 a 13), personal visits (N m 8), and an album of photographs (N m 7).

V* fte:19.111141.225.125.21.511Shill (8a, ebb 22, 23, 24)

A. The vast majority (95.9%) of LPSS recruit teachers beyond a 25 mile
radius of their systems.
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1. Individualc typically involved in the selection of teachers outside a
25 mile radius of the school system are listed below:

1. Director of Personnel or member of his staff . 75.9%
2. Principal . 41.2%
3. Superintendent of Schools 33.8%
4. Director of Elementary or Secondary Education . 31.9%
5. Supervisor 27.5%
6. Subject matter specialist other than classroy

teacher . 17.2%
7. Assistant Principal 11.2%
8. Department Chairman . 8.8%
9. Classroom teacher 3.4%

Other individuals typically involved are the Assistant (Deputy) Superinten-
dent (N 28) and the Coordinator of Elementary/Secondary Education (N 2).

C. School systems actively search for candidates within a radius of

1, 25 miles - :$.8%
2. 50 *ilea - 5.0%
3. 100 miles - 16.2%
4. 300 miles 25.9%
5. 500 silos 20.9%
6. 1000 miles 10.6%
7. over 1000 miles 15.0%

It can be seen that 88.6% of LPSS go beyond a 50 mile radius of twit
school systems in their active **arch for candidates,

D. Of the number of teachers selected yearly, what is the approximate per
centage that come from outside a 25 mil* radius of the school system?

Slightly less than 11 (49.1%) of LPSS select 40% or more of their teachers
beyond the 25 mils radius; 64.7% of LPSS select 30% or more of their
teachers beyond this radius.

E. Of the numbers of teachers selected yearly, what is the approximate
percentage that were obtained as a result of 111nawgzia.mjlt outside a
25 mile radius of the school system?

The findings indicate that 29.1% of LPSS obtained 30% or more of their
teachers as a result of direct recruitment outside a 25 mile radius of their
systems. Somesbat more than 1/3 (39.4%) of the systems obtained or more
of their teachers in this fashion.

VI. plit2LILAries,lication (9)

A. All but one school system use an application form in hiring teachers,
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B. The kind of information which the application form calls for is shown
below:

1. education 99.7%
2. personal data 99.1%
3. experience .98.4%
4. the position emoted 95.0%
5. references
6. statement of interests 89.47'.
7. travel .31,3%

In addition to the seven items listed above, school erste.* added 26 other
kinds of data which are elicited from the applicants. Mentioned most fre-
quently were: certification status (W 20), military experience (N 0 19),
and a statement of philosophy (W 10).

Profe0eional re ration uired for teachi *Mons (10, 25, 26)

A, How many years of preparation beyond high school graduation are re-
quired for initial appointments as a classroom teacher?

The percentages of LPSS requiring four and five years of praperstion at
each of three teaching levels are presented below:

Level

Elementary
Junior High School
Senior High School

Four Years Five Years

- 90.0%
94.1%
86.9%

0.9%
2.8%
11.2%

B. Copies of transcripts of a candidate's professional preparation are
requested by 85.6% of LPSS.

C. Candidates are required by 85.9% of LPSS to give evidence of state
certification for the positions for which they are being considered.

VIII* 111/....,ea%dfolleferenowces (11, 12)

A. References regarding candidates are usually requested from the following
people:

1. former education employers
2, college or university professors
3. former noneducation employers
4. friends of the candidate

- 96.9%
93.8%

-60.0'
.24.7'

LPSS indicated eight other sources of references, e.g., the Supervisor of
Student Teaching (N 22) and the college placement office (N 19).
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B. References are usually followed up bye

19

1. contacting the recommender by telephone . 66.2%
2. further written communication with recommender 62.5%
3. face.to.face interview with recommender 20.9%

Only 15,4% of LPSS do not follow up references

Use of IntaminationskrittesLjulja_zUllistlietal (5, 6, 13, 27, 28, 2

A. Only 12.8% of LPSS give examinations as part of their selection process
and only 9.1% of the systems issue exasimktIon announcements for their
vacant teaching positions.

B These announcementst

1. can be consulted by the applicant on the bulletin
board of a college or university placement bureau

2. are given to an applicant at his request
3. are sent to an applicant as a request of a formal

application previously filed
4. can be consulted by the applicant, in whole or in

part, in the public or private school
5. can be consulted by the applicant through the co,

operation of some professional organization to
which the announcement has been sent

5.6%

5%

Placing announcements in newspapers (N 1), in other news media (N 2),
and sending them to 150 colleges and universities (N 1) are other means
cf reaching candidates.

C. What kinds of examinations are normally used in the selection of
teachers?

1. National Teacher Examinations
2. oral examinations
3. locally prepared essay questions
4. locally prepared test for each subject arse
5. teechies performance test for elementary can.

didates 0.9%
6. teaching performance test for secondary candies . 0.9%
7. psychological or personality examinations or in

ventories - 0.9%
8, speech examinations 0.6%

. 9.7%
5.0%
3 8%
2.2%

Two school systems use the Graduate Record Examination (aptitude).

D. A candidate is permitted by 1.9% of the systems to apply the passing
parts of a previous examination which he failed to a currant examination for
the same license*
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E. Are candidates required to take a physical examination? Who may give it?

Physical examinations are required by 61.27. of LPSS,

This examination may be given byt

1. any licensed physician .48.1%
2, school system physician - 15.6%
3. physician approved by Board of Education 7.5%
4. an examiner other than licensed physician 0.6%

Two school systems ask the health department to furnish Xrays for the
candidates.

F. Does the system have an official (or officials) who administers written
examinations to candidates?

Only 6.6% of LPSS have an official who administers examination*,

G, How are the members of the examining body selected?

The members are selected:

1. by the superintendent, without examination 2.2Z
2, on the bests of a civil service type examination . 1.2%
3. on the basis of an examination developed by the

school system
0.9%

Other methods of selection were the State Department of Education (N 4. 1)
and the Assistant Director of Personnel (X - 2). One system indicated that
"the chief examiner is selected by an established process and members of
his board by nomination to the Superintendent and the Board of Education "

H. What is the role of the examining body in regard to the selection of
teachers?

The examining body:

1 has complete control of the examination of can-
didates. prepares eligibility lists. and odminis
tors the preemployment investigation
administers written examinations only
has *olete control, of all features of the
examination of candidates and the preparation of
eligibility lists

Int* ontni sue selection (14, Y,3, 16, 17, 10.

A. All LPSS interview candidates,

3.1%
2,8%
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Candidates gm- ;.nterviewed by:

1. a t Ittee 46.6%
2, on* Individual . 53.4%

The individuals listed below function as the sole interviewers:

1. Director of Personnel or * member of his staff 38.47
2. Director of Elementary or Secondary Education 5.9%
3. Principal 5.3%
4. Superintendent 2.5%
5. Assistant Principal 0.3%

The Assistant Superintendent serves in 27 school systems as the sole
interviewer.

0. The individuals listed below serve as members of the interview com.
mittoe:

1.

2,
Principal
Director of Personnel or a member of his staff

38.8%
- 32.2%

3. Director of Elementary or Secondary Education . 24.7%
4. Supervisor 23.1%
5. Superintendent 15.9%6. Department Chairman 13.4%
7. Subject matter specialist other than classroom

teacher
. 12.2%

8. Assistant Superintendent . 9.1%
9. Assistant Principal . 8.1%

10. Classroom teacher
- 4.1%

11. Member of the Board of Education 0.6%

A member of the curriculum department 00 - 1), the Deputy Superintendent
(N m 1) and the Assistant Superintendent (N w 3) also serve as menbers of
the interview committee.

E. The query "Have interviewers of candidates been given training
interviewing process ?" was answered as follows:

1. almost never
2. occasionally
3. about half of the time
4. usually
5. almost allays

now much time is generally allotted for each interview?

15.6%
. 14.4%

1.9%
. 26.6%

37.5%

The time allotment ranges from 10 minutes (1.6%) to over one hour (4.17.),
Typically. 20-30 minutes are devoted to the interview by 55.0% of LPSS.



G Which characteristics of a candidate are rated by means of an interview?

Shaun below is a listing of characteristics ratedt

1. .persemal appearance
2. epoch
3, attitudes towards his work
4* interest in children and/or youth
5* philosophy of education
6. potentialities for professional growth
7. logical thinking
8. ability in the subject setter that candidate

proposes t teach
9. extent of cultural background

10. extent of outside. interests
11. extent of democratic outlook
12. knowledge of current affairs
13. extent of community contacts

98.1%
96.9%
91.4%

- 90.0%
85.0%
79.1%

- 75.0%

71.6%
. 76.6%

65.9%
- 49.4%

47.8%
. 46,2%

The school systems listed 22 other characteristics for which ratings are
attempted, e.g., personality (N 6), emotional stability - 6), and
ability to establish rapport (N 5).

H. The results of the interview are recorded on a:

1. rating scale 32.8%
2. "eid.to.intervie0 blank. 29.7%
3 check list . 26.9%

Other means of recording the results of the Interview included a semoraodum
of the (N 24), the application form (N 16), and interview
cards (N - 3).

I. A numerical rating of an interview is not given by 18.474 of I.PiS

4 Are candidates reimbursed for expenses incurred In personal

The majority (68.4%) of LPSS "never" reimburse candidates 24.1% of them
"rarely" do so.

XI. ClairsroQen (18, 19, 32)

A. Is a classroom observation of a local candidate wade?

The responses were as follows:

1. usually 12.5%
2, sometimes - 35.6%
3. rarely - 33,1%
4. never 13,"
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B. Is * classroom observation made of a candidate outside of a 25 vale
radius of the school system?

An observation is mad*:

1, usually . 1.6%
2. sometimes - 17.2%
3 rarely . 36.9%
4. never 41.6%

C. How many classroom observations are generally made of a candidate?

Candidates are not at all observed by 59.1% of LFSS; one observation is
mode by 20.3% of the systems. A minority of LIES observe coodidates twice
(6.2%), throe times (1.2%), or more than three times (1.9%).

XII, IIVLOL41ABIlakallt51 (20)

A. Only about k (23.4X) of LPSS use eligibility list,.

ISM, The following practices are In effect:

1, lists are rated (candidates are ranked from high.
est to lowest within their various classifications) 12.5%

2 lists are unrated (contain the names of approved
candidates, with no preferential rating) 9.4%

3. appointments are made from the list is descending
order 9.1%

4, candidates are given assigammet preferences as a
result of higher rookies 6 9

5. eligibility lists are mode public 3.1%

Timing of notification of appointment (34)

The month by 'fifth most candidates who will assume their positions in
September are notified of their selection la:

1. Februery - 1.2%
2. arch - 4.7%
3. April - 17.5%
4. May 35.0%
5. June . 22.8X
6. July 13.8%
7. August 1.9%

etaLftrata212ELUJELJNEJULeSa (35)

The aumbrar of time* a candidate may decline an offer of aprlintsen
indicated below:
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0 4.7%
. 24.4%

2 - 13.1%
3 - 3.1%
unlimited number of times 29.4%

Refusals to accept appointssmts are considered 0depemding on the reasons*
(N - 19) and *depending on circumstances, Ise., the quality of the sp.
plicant and/or need" (0 12). Twenty -sewn school systems indicated that
they have no policy regarding this matter.

XV Ninte,....mhftSJIMUltsftlAmIsau/..jeuthoit2 (21)

A. Only 15.6% of LESS consider appeals from the decision of the aelsctinl,
auhority; 69.7% of them do not.

B. The appeals procedures are:

1. not set forth in writing
2. sot forth in writing
3. readily available to candidates in writing

3.4%

0.9%

questiotlAsai With respect to which teacher selection policies and procedures
do similarities exist *moms large public school systems?

This section presents only 'Apse questionnaire it on which school sys.
toms included in Strata 1 through 5 gave similar respoases denoting consistency
of use or disuse of oertan selection policies seed procedures. Similarity of
respolombs is defined by the range of the percentage of responses (highest minus
lamem..percentage) mode by school systems in Strata 1 through 5. Three degrees
of sieliarities have been established as indicated bailout

Daat2Lele...11Laqlti

Crest

Moderate

Slight

erase 92 aaf ** po see,1 .j_
0 ar. 5.0

X 5 1. 10 0

S 10.1 -15.0

The degree of similarity, expressed by the designation *2"
appears iz parentheelft after each questionnalra



The maintenance of data regarding
individual staff members by means
of personnel folder,
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STRATUM
2 3 4 5

rnsosowwmslrsfttllM.'M.,,

96.4 94.4 96.2 93,2 96.5 0)

The range of responses on this item is 3.30 i.e., less than 5.0; therefore
it has been Classified as 1171 denoting great similarity,

4....104 Mi10.101......M.. 4111111111Pr

STRATUM
2 3 4 j

S11:1e79 SILL1473$.86

601/11121: existing_Itly resources

A, The analysis of existing staff
resources in terms oft

1. amount of protesslonsi prepar-
ation 71.4 77.8

2, amount of teaching experience 67.9 75.9

The maintenance of data regarding`
individual staff members by means
of personnel folders 96.4 94.4

rreporatio4 and use of
descrlitions

A. The preparation of job descriptions
for teaching vacancies 17.9 27.8

B. The use of specific job desert).-
tion forms

C. rhe pieces of information 'which are
typically included in job descr p-
tions:

1, peroonal characteristic;
sired

charac' rtstics of pupils

3.6 5.6

107 11.1

0 /.4

spec fic competencies required 10.7 20.4

79.8 7 .4 84.9 (S)

77.2 71u2 81.4 (S)

96.2 93,2 96, (C)

13.9 26s0 27.4

6.3 5.5 3.5

7.6 9.6 11.6

8.9 9.6 7.0

13.9 17.8 19.8
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(cont*d)
4. physical working conditions

5. grade and/or subject to be
taught

6. amount of professional prey
paration required

7. ,teaching certificate required

8. salary range

//I. Resources used in the recruitment
of applicants

A. Specific resource

1. placement bureaus of teachers
colleges, liberal arts col.
leges, and universities

2. application sent in voluntary
ily by applicants

3. State Teachers Association

4. direct recruitment on campuses
of teachers colleges and uni-
versities

The articulation of the selection
process with the senior year in
teacher-training institutions

IV. (ekaLid_akdasPismatiltstla:
dates information regarding the
Les2lueem to which they are
12ablai

A. Statements by recruitment
officials

B. Use of films

V. Non local selection of teachers

A. The selection of teachers beyond
a 25 mile radius of the school
system

26

STRATUM
1 .2 3 4 5

(Nas28) Ns511.2.2±221.0tMALaisP86

0 3.7 ,11.4 9.6 12.8 (5)

1403 18.5 13.9 2407 26,7 (S)

14.3 2004 12.7 21.9 26.7 (8)

1403 20.4 11.4 24.7 22.1 (S)

10.7 16.7 11.4 2303 25.6 (S)

92,9 98.2 93.7 94.5 97.7 (M)

100.0 90.7 93 ©7 93.2 96.5 (M)

21.4 31.5 32.9 26.0 33.7 ("S)

92.9 81.5 86.1 84.9 84.9 ()

100.0 96.3 94.9 89.0 90.7 (S)

96.4 98.2 89.9 90.4 9605 (K)

14.3 903 1.3 26,7 3.5

96.4 98.2 9409 9405 9605 (G)
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1

(N.28)

STRATUM
2 3 4 5

Nosi117220.....L4.86%
V. (canted)

B. The individuals whkh are typical.
ly directly involved in the selec.
tion of teachers outside a 25 mile
radius of the school system:

1. subject matter specialist other
than classroom teacher 17.9 20.4 15.2 19.2 15.1 (M)

2. Department Chairman 3.6 9.3 6.3 5.5 /5.1 (S)

3. Assistant Principal 10,7 5.6 6,3 17.8 14,0 (S)

4. Supervisor 21.4 27.8 20.2 32.9 31.4 (S)

5 Classroom Teacher 3.6 3.7 0 4.1 5 ©8 (I)

C. The active search for candidates
within a radius of approximately:

25 miles 7.1 0 5.1 4.1 3.5 (M)

50 miles 0 0 8.9 6.8 4.6 (M)

1000 miles 10.7 16.7 5.1 12.3 10.5 (S)

D. The approximate percentage of the
number of teachers yearly selected
who come from outside a 25 mile
radius of the school system:

0 . 1% 0 0 2.5 4.1 3.5 (a)

2.47. 0 0 3.8 0 2.3 (G)

5 9% 10.7 5.6 14 3 2.7 9.3 (M)

10 - 14% 0 1.8 10.1 9.6 3.5 (S)

15. 19% 0 3.7 6.3 8.2 4.6 (M)

20 . 24% 0 9,3 8.9 2.7 3.3 (4)

25 . 29% 10.7 7,4 7.6 11.0 4.6 (M)

30 . 39% 14,3 16.7 13.9 20.6 1248 (H)

- -
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V. (cont*d).

STRATUM
1 2 3 4 5

2:ll1ieva4P...21]aILQttta

R. The approximate percentage of the
n r of teachers yearly selected
who were obtained as a result of
direct recruitment outside a 25
ails radius of the school systems

0% 7.1 1.8 10.1 8.2 5.8 (M)

1 . 2% 3.6 5.6 6.3 6,8 10.5 (M)

3 - 4% 0 5.6 8.9 8.2 5.8 (M)

5 . 9% 3.6 7.4 5.1 9.6 5.8 (M)

10 . 14% 14.3 13.0 11.4 12.3 12.8 (a)

15 - 19% 17.9 7.4 6.3 11.0 5.8 (S)

20 24% 3.6 9.3 6.3 4.1 8.1 (M)

25. 29% 14.3 4
I .19 15.2 6.8 9.3 (M)

30% and over 32.1 35.2 27.8 23.3 302 (s)

V/. The solcation form

A. Use of an application form 100.0 100.0 100.0 98.6 100.0 (a)

B. rind of information called for
on the application forms

I. the position wanted 92.9 94.4 94.9 95.9 95.4 (0)

2. personal data e.g., age,
marital status 96.4 100.0 100.0 98.6 98.8 (0)

3. educational background 100.0 100.0 100.0 98.6 100.0 (a)

4. work experience 100.0 96.3 98.7 97.3 100.0 (a)

5e travel 25.0 31©5 32.9 32.9 31,4 (4)

6. references 92.9 96.3 94.9 95.9 93.0 (G)



VII. Professional
tration

r u red
for tea......cimagatla

A. Number of years of preparation
beyond high school graduation
required for initial appoint.
sent as a classroom teacher:

1. elementary school

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

2. junior high school

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

A senior high vthool

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

B. Request for copies of transcripts
of a candidate's professional
preparation

Viii. Use and follow.42.auglemall

References regarding candidates are
usually requested from*

1. college and university professors

2. former education employers

3. former non.educational employers

S T R A T U M
1 2 3 4 5

Ltfisi28144NED79 (M=73) (14.86)

3.6 3.7 2.5 5.5 3.5

0 1.8 0 2.7 7.0

89.3 92,6 94.9 87.7 86.1

3.6 1.8 0 1.4 0

3.6 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 A, .3

89.3 98,2 94.9 91.8 94.2

3.6 1.8 2.5 5.5 1.2

0 0 0 0 0

0
0 0 0 2.3

82.1 87.0 86.: 87.7 88.4

14.3 13.0 12.7 11.0 8.1

89.3 87,0 92.4 80.8 81,4

85.7 96.3 91.1 95.9 95.4

894 100.0 96.2 95.9 98.8

50.0 64.8 60.8 58.9 60.5

29

(0)

CO

(M)

(G)

(G)

(G)

(4)

(G)

(G)

(G)

(M)

(4)

( )



STRATUM
1 2 3 4 3

*1128 NIP
tii......LLMLULLI...aij916071446

A. Kinds of examinations normally
used in the selection of teachers:

1. locally prepared essay clues.
tions 14.3 7.4 1.3 1.4 2.3

2. locally prepared test for each
subject area 14.3 4.7 0 0 1.2

3. teaching performance test for
elementary candidates 3.6 1.8 1.3 0 0

4s psychological or personality
examinations or inventories 3.6 1.8 0 44 0

5. speech examination 7.1 0 0 0 0

6,, teaching performance test for
secondary candidates 3.6 1.8 1.3 0 0

B. Person who may give the physical
examination:

1, a physician approved by the
Board of Education 14.3 9,3 7e6 6.8 4.6

2. any licensed physician 46.4 53.7 55.7 43,8 41.9

3. & examiner other than a
licensed physician 1.4

C. Selection of members of the
examining body:

1, on the basis of an examination
developed by the school system 7.1 0 1.2

2. on the basis of a civil ser-
vice type examination 10.7 1.8 0 0 0

Role of the examining body in re.*
Bard to the selection of teacherst

I* administers written examination
only 7.1 1.8 2.5 4.1 1s2

2. has complete control of all fees
tures of the examination of caw»
didates and the preparation of
eligibility lists 7.1 0 0 0 0

(S)

(5)

(S)

(M)

(S)

(S)



STRATUM
1 2 3 4 3

1..../±.../OLA011012854)1m7MJIL84,

IX (conttd)

R. Permission given to candidate to
apply the passing parts of a pre.
viva* examination, which he failed'
to a current examination for the
same license 10.7

X. e i nes i tesc r

0 1.4 0

100.0 1004 100,0 100.0A. Use of the interview 100.0

B, individuals who function as sole
interviewers:

1. Principal 0 1.9 3.8 6.6 9,3

2. Director of Elementary or
Secondary Education 0 1.9 6.3 8,2 8.4

3. Superintendent 0 0 0 1.4 8.1

4. Assistant Principal 0 0 0 1.4 0

C. Individuals who serve as members
of the interview committees

1. Assistant Principal 10.7 9.3 5.1 8.2 9,5

2, subject matter specialist
other than classroom teacher 1433 16.7 3.1 15,1 12.8

3. Supervisor 17.9 18.5 24.1 28.8 22.1

4. Classroom Teacher 10.7 0 5.1 6.8 1.2

5. Department Chairman 17.9 7.4 12.7 19.2 10.5

6. Member of Board of Education 0 0 2.,5 0 0

D. Characteristics of candidate which
are rated by means of an interview

t personal appearance 100.0 100.0 100.0 94.5 97.7

2. speech 100.0 100.0 96.2 93.2 97.7

3. Logics& un.1144^.1.411 71.4 77.8 78.5 71.2 74.4

(G)

(H)

(H)

(H)

(G)

(H)

O
(S)

(S)

(S)

(G)



(contod)

4. attitudes towards his work

5. extent of outside interests

6. interest in children and/or
youth

7, extent of cultural background

8. philosophy of education

I. Reimbureement of candidates for
expenses incurred in personal
interview:

1 "usually"

2. ssometimess

F. Training given to interviewers
in the interview process:

1. "usually"

2. "about half the time"

3. "occasionally"

4. "almost *lovers

Ti.. generally alloted for each
interview:

10 minutes

15 mlinutes

45..60 minutes

over one hour

X1., 1,..maimw2i4Cassobsandes

A. Classroom observation of a local
candidate is: "usually" mode

32

STRATUM
1

N'28

2

N-54

3 4

100.0 92.6 96.2 00.4 91.9 (K)

64.3 644 63.8 71.2 6208 (H)

89.3 87.0 94.9 89.0 88.4 (M)

75.0 81.5 81.0 71.2 74.4 (S)

89.3 81.5 91.1 80.8 83.7 (S)

0 0 0 1.4 0 (G)

0 0 6.3 4.1 9.3 (H)

28.6 18.5 25.3 26.0 32,6 (S)

0 1.8 3.8 1.4 1.2 (G)

7.1 9.3 13.9 19.2 16.3 (S)

10.7 13.0 15.2 15.1 19.8 (M)

7.1 3.7 0 0 1.2 (H)

14.3 1.8 10.1 6.8 11.6 (S)

3.6 3.7 .4.5 8.2 7.0 (IN)

0 0 1.3 5 5 9.3 (H)

3.6 9.3 17.7 16.4 9.3 (S)



STRATUM
1 2 3

N-28 IL 4415411073

XI. (cent*d)

B Classroom observation of a can-
didate outside a 25 mile radius
of school system ist

"usually" made

"rarely" mode

C. Number of classroom observations
generally made of candidates

2

3

more than 3

XI/ Ua. 01111101aLLIELt

Eligibility lists are unreted.
(Candidates are not ranked.)

Timing and notification of, appoint
went

Month by which most candidates are
notified of their selection:

February

March

May

June

August

XIV. Declination of offer of appointment

Number of times a candidate may de.
;line an appointment before he is re.
moved from further consideration for
/my future appointments:

2

ii

0

28 6

0

38.9

0

38.0

0 1,8 6.3

0 1.8 1.3

3,6 1.8 2.5

17.9 5.6 8.9

0 0 2 5

3.6 1,8 3.8

32,1 40,7 3402

28.6 24.1 21.5

7.1 0 74,03

7.1 1.8 5.1

10.7 18.5 13.9

4 5
(N86

4.1 2.3

32.9 40,7

6.8 10,5

1.4 1.2

1.4 1.2

11,.,0 8.1

1,4 /a

6..8 5.8

39,7 29,1

19,2 24.4

1,4 2.3

4.1 5.8

11.0 11 6

33

G)

(S)

(M)

(M)



STRATUM
1 2 3 4 5

14148S2.2:54 11-ital.9.1-S...16.73)41.86

XV. Apm......m1L..........tt.isfthecisionthe

selectins authvilt,y,

Appeals procedures art:

set forth in writing 10.7 0 0 1.2 (S)

readily available to candidates
in wilting 7.1 0 0 0 (M)

Question No, 32 With respect to which teacher selection policies and procedures
does an absolute trend exist among school systems according to
size?

A comparison of the responses mode by school systems in Strisua 1 through 5
indicates that au absolute trend emerges with respect to certain selection
policies and procedures. Next to each questionnaire item is the percentage of
school systems within each stratum 'wt.& gave that response. Also shown is the
degree of variability of the responses, indicated by their range (highest minus
lowest percentage). Four degrees of variability have been established as in.
dicated below:

Degree of variability Resignation Elia6=LEtlemra

Very great VG 25.1 or more

Great G 15.1 . 25,0

Moderate N 7,6 . 150

Slight S 0 . 7,5

The degree of variability, expressed by the designation "VG", '

"S" appears in parenthesis after each set of res onses.
Mi", or

ExampleI

The larger the school aystem,..,the
greater the tendency to use 1.83 or
other data processing systems

STRATUM
3 4

64.3 51.8 27.8 20.6 11..6 (

Since the difference in the percentage of responses by school systems in
Strata 1 and 5 was at least 25.11 the responses varied greatly,



X. helyais oUxisting staff resources

The Larger the school system....

...the greater the tendency Iot to
make a staff analysis

....the greater the tendency to use
IBM or other data processing systems

X1. Resources used in the recruitment f
applicants

The larger the school system....

....the lesser the tendency to use
the following resources In re-
cruiting applicants;

commercial teachers agencies

State Department of Education

xlx. Non-local selection of teachers

The larger the school system....

....the lesser the tendency to in-
volve the following persons di.
rectly in the recruitment of
teachers outside a 25 mile radius
of the school system:

Superintendent of Schools

Principal

Professional preparation reuired
for teaching positions

The larger the school system,..

....the lesser the tendency to re..

quire a candidate to give evidence
of state certification for the
position for which he is being
considered

STRATUM
1 2 3 4 5

LN..:111.2t54 a.. U.'"7.212"22111.4.86

21.4 20.4 15.2 15.1 9.3 (i)

64.3 51.8 27.8 20.6 11.6 (VG)

14.3 22.2 32.9 49.3 50.0 (VG)

21.4 25,9 27.8 39.7 41 9 (G)

3.6 14.8 22.8 43.3 57.0 (VG)

21.4 31,5 34.2 46.6 55.8 (VG)

67.9 79.6 87,3 90.4 90.7 (G)



STRATUM
1 2 3 4 5

NI ....:21111,,t54.../.21:221.1114-73Nme62

XV. (coned}

,,,.the greater the tendency to re.
quire five years of preparation be.
yond high school graduation for the
initial appointment as a senior
high school teacher

V. Use of examinations

The larger the school system....

.,,,the greater the tendency to use
examinations as part of the selec-
tion process

,,,,the greater the tendency to use
the National Teacher Examinations

....the greater the tendency to re-
quire candidates to take a physical
examination

,,.,the greater the tendency to have
a physician approved by the Board of
Education give the physical examin-
ation

V1, Interview techni ues in teacher
selection

The larger the school system....

....the greater the tendency to have
the Director of Personnel or a mere.
ber of his staff interview the can
dilate as the sole interviewer

....the lesser the tendency to have
the Principal serve on the inter-
view commiutee

.,,,the greater the tendency to use
an "Aid-to-interview" blank for re.
cording the results of the inter-
views of candidates

....the greater the tendency to allot
between 20-30 minutes for each inter.
view

14.3 13.0 12.7 11.0 8.1 (8)

57,1 1647 11.4 5.5 3.5 (VG)

42,9 11.1 8.9 4.1 3,5 (VG)

89.3 72.2 64.6 53.4 48.8 (VG)

14,3 9.3 7.6 6.8 4.6 (M)

64.3 62,9 40.5 31,5 18 (VG)

25.0 25,9 36.7 42.5 50.0 (G)

42.9 33,3 31.6 27.4 23.3 (G)

71.4 63.0 62.0 48.0 44.2 (VG)



STRATUM
1 2 3 4 $

VII Classroom observations of candidates

The larger the school system....

....the greater the tendency never
to observe a candidate outside a
25 mile radius of the school system 64.3

VIII. Use of eligibility.LLIa

The larger the school system....

fo,..the greater the tendericy to use
eligibility lists 6(47

IL Appeals from the decision of the
selecting authority

The larger the school system....

....the greater the tendency to cons.
eider appeals from the decision of
the selection authority 42.9

....the greater the tendency not to
put the appeals procedures in writing 32.1

46.3 41.8 371641 34.9 (VG)

24.1 19.3 19.2 18.6 (PG)

24.1 11.4 11,.0 9.3 (VG)

20.4 11.4 9.6 8.1 (G)

REestion No. 41 With respect to which teacher selection policies and procedures
do school systems included in one stratum deviate from the
absolute trend established by school systems in the other four
strata?

Listed below, next to each relevant questionnaire item is the per%;entage of
school systems within each stratum which gave that response es well as the degre_
of variability denoted, as in Question No, 30 as WG" (very great), 4G" (great),"IV (moderate), or 'IS" (slight),
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STRATUM
2 3 4 5

I. staff resources.22112AELLefj2exisany

The larger the school system....

....the lesser the tendency to
make an analysis of existing staff
resources in terms of the following:

amount of professional preparation 71.4 77.8 79.8 79.4 84.9 (M)

amount of teaching experience 67.9 75.9 77.2 71.2 81.4 (M)

feew44,44:a4-4.0as *;40-Lenattity to wog
f4497t rOTNi rpeprOlv

tt^ Pr0511Prtin" *1. 4e1; ;17.t,

tiora

The larger the school system...

.the lesser the tendency to ins»
elude the following pieces of in-
formation in job descriptions:

amount of professional preparation
required

specific competencies required

salary range

III. Resources used in t!t2 recruitment

21122L192151

The larger the school system....

....the lesser the tendency to use
the following resources in recruit
ing applicants:

placement bureaus of teachers
colleges, liberal arts colleges,
universities

state teachers associations

the greater the tendency to
articulate the selection process with
the senior year in teacher- training
institutions

14.3 20.4 12.7 21.9 26.7 (M)

10.7 20.4 13.9 17.8 19.8 (H)

10.7 16.7 11.4 23.3 25.6 (M)-

92.9 98.2 93.7 94.5 97.7 (S)

21.4 31.3 32.9 26.0 33.7 (R)

00.0 964 94.9 89.0 90.7 (N)



IV. ms___Llidiancandidates
information regarding the school sys.
ttel.121st...)1theye LIEE5221AUn

The larger the school system....

....the greater the tendency to uue
* brochure as a means of giving isles

formation to candidates

V. Non.local selection of teachers

ir"4 -artilt.1711. .\W

,
wc*Ih.t1K 011,01,o-01 of Pecao..

IC1,4 ilAk-ON $44 (OW 0044-10,41(J0

of teachers outside a 25 mile radius

the greater the tendency to make
an active search for candidates out
side a 1000 mile radius of the school
system

39

STRATUM
1 2 3 4 5

92.9 85.2 76.0 64.4 66.3 (VG)

....the greater the tendency to select
40% and over, of the number of
teachers yearly selected, from out.
side a 25 mile radius of the school.
system

4100. the greater the tendency twob
tain 15.197. of the teachers yearly
selected as a result of direct re.
cruitment outside a 25 mile radius
of the school system

VI. REUILJ512!2211AUTUEE

The larger the school system....

,p...the lesser the tendency to call,
on the application form, for the
following kinds of information:

the position wanted

a statement of interests, e.g.,
dramatics, musical, athletic, etc.

CUE NI kkk etk re k(Fk,*

35.7 16.7 12.7 9.6 14.0 (VG)

64.3 53.7 44.3 37.0 55.8 (VG)

17.9 7.4 6.3 11.0 5.8 (M)

92.9 94.4 94.9 95,9 95.4 (S)

75.0 88.9 92.4 87.7 93.0 (G)



STRATUM
1 2 3 4 5

S.,...11N028N-5473N.86
'gm requir4d

for teaching,

The larger the school system.

....the lesser the tendency to re.ti

quire four years of preparation be,.

yond high school graduation for the
initial appointment as a senior
high school teacher

VIII. UV21lLt.-r--,)iiaw..",...eaLEFIrer,.....laa

+.711&,^ 4.0.7*Vpi7f

....toe lesser the tendency to

contact the recommender by tele-
phone

write to the recommender

IX., Use of examinations

The larger the school system....

...the greater the tendency to
issue examination announcements for
teaching positions

....the greater the tendency to do
the following:

give examination announcements to
an applicant at his request

send examination announcements to
an applicant as a result of a for.
mal application previously filed

permit examination announcements
to be consulted by the applicant,
in whole or in part, in the public
or private school

....the greater the tendency to have
the school system physician give the
physical examination

40

82.1 87.0 86.1 87.7 88.4 (S)

4 V, 0 , 4_4 W 0,, it ir1

42.9 61.i, 62.0 76.7 72.1 (VG)

39.3 63.0 64.6 65.8 65.1 (VG)

46.4 11.1 6.3 2.7 3.5 (VG)

35.7 7.4 2.5 1.4 2.3 (VG)

32.1 7,4 2.5 2.7 2.3 (VG)

32.1 5.6 3.8 1.4 2,5 (VG)

42.9 18.5 12.7 9.6 17.8 (VG)



1X. (cont'd)
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STRATUM
1 2 3 4 5sagautLiL0546).

....the greater the tendency to have
an official (or officials) administer
written examinations to cndidates
for teaching positions 35.7 '1.4 2.5 4.1 2.3 (VG)

....the greater the tendency not to
permit a candidate to apply the pass.
Ins parts of an examination previous

,edadad ro a current examination
114t, mom* Aincets*

+ it .i

not larger the school. nynt

. I..the greater the tendency to have
one individual, rather than a com
mittee. interview the candidate

....the lesser the tendency to have
the supervisor serve on the inter-
view committee

the lesser the tendency to rate
the following characteristics of a
candidate by means of an interview:

ability in tie subject matter that
the candidate proposes to tench

extent of nutot440, IntArect..,

....the greater the tendency to use
the following devices for recording
the results of the interview:

checklist

rating scale

....the greater the tondency never
to reimburse the candidate for ex.
penses incurred in the interview

....the greater the tendency to train
intorviewers..2alliallaym in the
interview process

....the lesser the tendency to allot
3045 minutes for each interview

"il c

64.3 66.7 3.2 48.0 46.5 (G)

17.9 18.5 24.1 28.8 22.1 (t)

57.1 64.8 81.0 65.8 76.7 (G)

ILL *I
0W 111 .0' 11001140.0

er
v4411U /Leh' 62.G (5)

35.7 35,2 21.5 20.6 29.1 (G)

57.1 50.0 34.2 21.9 22.1 (VG)

100.0 74.1 72.2 56.2 61.6 (VG)

53.6 57.4 38.0 30.1 25.6 (VG)

3.6 18.5 22.8 28,8 26.7 (VG)



STRATUM
1 2 3 4 5

it."212.4N"50.14.179

XI. Classroom observation of candidates

The larger the school system...

..,.the greater the tendency never
to make a classroom observation of
a local candidate

1722...sdA,1Eil

..th elreitet the I cetu4 for 1."1.

.4att140, Ofti .'PA itiVpt t

ig Ate U.
tAnUPeill

red kuMwillit400,4 *tit,

k.alastuemeu are K en assignment
preferences As a result of higher
ranking

eligibility lists are made public

appointments are made from the
list in descending order

KIM 11121214fn2aficatiVIZUMMOValte

The larger the school system....

....the lesser the tendency to
notify most candidates of their
selection by April

....the greater the tendency to
notify most candidates of their
selection by

June

July

XXV. Peclirt5kLa_samailumMawl,
The larger the school system....

0.,04he lesser the tendency to allow
a candidate to decline an appointment
not more than once before he is re..

woved from further consideration for
any future appointment

42

35.7 20.4 13.9 4.1 10.5 (VG)

1 / 8. 4 9 /

25.0 1.4 3.6 5.5 4.6 (G)

21.4 3.7 1.3 1.4 1.2 (G)

35.7 13.0 6.3 2.7 5.8 (VG)

3 6 11.1 21.5 19.2 20.9 (G)

28.6 24.1 21.5 19.2 24.4 (M)

25.0 18.5 13.9 9.6 10.5 (G)

7.1 18.5 21.5 32 9 A, (VC)



Question No. 51

Question No. 6:

astielLE1242Vons No 5 and 6

To what extent are teacher selection policies and procedures
related to teacher selection rate?

To what extent are teacher selection policies and procedures
related to teacherpupil index?

The preceding sections of this chapter presented data on teacher selection
policies and procedures in large public school systems. This section reports on
the relationship of these policies and practices to the teacher selection rate
and to the teacher...pupil index.

VIA teacher setectirm. 'tate vola risig!txkost wx.Eaktvastx

I 41,7*-tP;

tut twak,es nelectton tnte cx

' %!: 1 ti,1 **
4 r

vtle,84,0 t h0 ICA4hel seiectlott workload or burden
placed upon a svhool Fir knatiler two system*, each having

100dSystem A hires 75 teachers; its selection rate is I. i00 or 7.50.

System B hires 150 teachers; its selection rate is F---
1000j
15° 100 or 15.0,

i.e., twice that of system A.

The teacher.pupil index was defined as the number of teachers per 1000
pupils or

[Number of teachers]
1000Number of pupils

The teacher -pupil index may be regarded as a rough indicator of school system
quality5. For example, consider two systems, each having 30,000 pupils.
Quirs r CAA * r .,www e,ibOV .04441.0644.0ogrO 0.444%47 1+441.4G40114.4, 4:4 4.0pm.ti=x-spupLa AUUUX QL

6ou
uot000 1000 or 2040,

System D has 1200 teachers; its teacher.pupil index is

[30,00d

1200 1000 or 400009

i.e., twice that of system C.

44944PsWoormiammemormi4444441604444400,44144844411

5Zhere exists considerable evidence to show that level of expenditure per
pupil bears a strong relationship to quality. Since approximately 70% of a
system's operating budget goes toward teachers' salaries, an increase in
teacher pupil index would generally be accompanied by a higher level of e=x-
penditure per' pupil,
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The questionnaire comprises 51 items with a total of 228 response options.
In order to answer the two questions posed above efficiently and meaningfully,
'4 of 228 response options were selected for factor analysis6. The description
of the 14 factors which emerged trim the analy..is as well as from judgmental,
factor refinement is to be found in Table 3.

The correlation coefficients obtained between the 14 factors and teacher
selection rate range, from ...201 to .286; between the 14 factors and teacher.
pupil index from -.171 to .186 (see Table 4).

In view of the fact that ell correlation coefficients obtained are quite
low, it appears that teacher selection policies and procedures, represented by
14 derived factors, are only slightly related to teacher selection rate and to
teacher pupil index.

$* A

6The criteria for selecting he 72 of the 22,' revon$* options as well as
a description of the steps in the factor analysis art enumerated on page 9.



TABLE 3

Description of Factors Derived From Responses to Items
of the Teacher Selection Questionnaire
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Factor Item Code. Nurnberg Description

38.1,
40-3,
40-8

38.2,
40.4,

39.2,
40.5,

40.1,
40.6,

40.2,

40 -7,

fa.

Agent who does the interviewing:
committee, individual, type of

t.4-

11011.0TT 21-1, 24.1, 35-1, 36-1, Use of examinations
56-1

.-y, *44-'19 4t-.0, o. candt(iatnCharacteristics f

rated by intecr

IV 27-7_ 77_A, 17
il.11,JAviuueus otrectly involved in
the selection of personnel beyond
a 25 mile radius of the system

V 44 3, 444
Reimbursement of candidates for
expenses incurred in interview

VI 25.1, 51 -3, 51.7, 52.4, 52.7, Search for teachers beyond a52.9, 53-3, 53.9 25 mile radius of the system

VII 49»1, 49.2, 50-3 Appeals procedures

VIII 60 -1, 60.2 Training given to interviewers

IX 45»2, 45.3, 62.0, 62.1 Classroom observation of candidates

X 61«4. 61..'
xa time aevoted to Inter.

view

XI 33.3, 33.4, 34.3 Use and follow-up of references
XIX 65»l, 65.2

Declination of appointment

XIII 43.2, 43.3, 43.5 Ways of recording results of Inter-
vivo

XXV 64-4, 64»7 Date when candidates are notified
of their selection

*Item code numbers are identified in Table 7, Appendix A.



TABLE 4

Correlations of 14 Factors with Teacher Selection Rate
and TeacherPupil Index

(N we 310)

Factor Teacher Selection Rate TaacherPupil

I

fit'
"'V

.110094

.I6I

.186

w S

.103

.161 .064

-.069

0030 161

.148

011,3

*413 ..066

.080 ...051

4,139 0.029

-A81 A04
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Section Di AuAliAn tlAnalyses

It was of interest to determine to that extent differences exist amongschool systems in Strata 1 through S with respect to teacher selection rateand teacher-pupil index. Relevant data are presented in Tables 5 and 6.

The findings indicate that the differences between means on both variablesare rather small. Teachmr selection rates manifest greater variability thanteacher-pupil indexes.

The data show that the larger the school system, the lower the teacherselection rate (with the exception of systems in Stratum 4) and the lover thy,
6, SI.

teachermounq 4.4."
...P

mee
for School

TABLE! 5

as o. .er Selection Rates
Swett.eft cv--..

Stratum ses..,l4J,

1 26 15.23 5.64
2 52 15.79 4.88
3 79 16.32 4.96
4 72 16.24 5.89
5 81 16.68 6.58

Total 310 16.22 5.71

TABLE 6

Means and Standard Deviations of Teacher-Pupil Indexesfor ST.thool System in Strata 1 Through

Stratum N Means S.D.
1 28 35.92 2.55
2 53 36.94 3.34
3 79 38.62 3.2()4 73 39,29 4.66
5 86 37.65 3.12

Total 319 38.00 3.70



Conclusions

The following major conclusions were drawn:

(1) Teacher selection policies and procedures vary widely among large public
school systems.

(2) The interview is used as the primary selection device by all large systems.

(3) Relationships exist between size of school system and certain teacher
selection policies and procedures.

Specifically, the larRer the school system. the greeter the tondenrvi
1 I Off r

ft10 4reY.."risr;"rt1ri let aft is otA_eising aystems

r 4 ti 4 N- .4 "P ". "r1/1

.

ieirioultnyL (it a menwer of his stntt In the
selection of teachers outside a 25 mile radius of the school rystem*

....to make an active search for candidates outside a 1000 mile radius of
the school system*

...to select 407. and over of the number of teachers yearly selected from
outside a 25 mile radius of the school system*

...to use examinations as part of the selection process

....to use the National Teacher Examinations

....to require candidates to take a physical examination

....to issue examination announcements for teaching positions*

....to have the school system physician give the physical examination*

....to have an official (or officials) administer written :laminations to
candidates for teaching positions*

....not to permit a candidate to apply the passing parts of an examination
previously failed to a current examination for the same license*

....to have one individual, rather than a committee) interview the eandi
date*

....to allot between 20.30 minutes for each interview

7*School systems included in one stratum deviate from the absolute trend
established by school systems in the other four strata. The absence of an
asterisk denotes that the responses of school systems in Strata 1 through 5
reflect an absolute trend.
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....to have the Director of Personnel or a member of his staff interview
the candidate as the sole interviewer

....to use a rating scale for recording the results of the interview*

....never to reimburse the candidate for expenses incurred in the inter-
view

....to train interviewers almost alwszl in the interview process*

....never to observe a candidate's teaching outside a 25 mile radius of
the school system

....never to make a clasaraom obaervatlon of a Local.candjdate*

.4" WIPP OitItsil 14,f,

....DLO tang canui dates on eligibility lists ftom otghest to owest within
vo&avvirs ts.csaoltaactoom-

pn ...18-111.118.6.- It-. I
a

....to notify candidates later of an appointment to the teaching staff
for the following September

....to consider appeals from the decision of the selection authority.

The larger the school system, the lesser the tendency:

....to use commezcial teachers agencies as resources in recruiting
applicants

....to involve directly the Superintendent of Schools and the Principal
in the selection of teachers outside a 25 mile radius of the school system

....to contact the applicant's recommender by telephone*

....to write to the applicant's recommender*

....to have the Supervisor* and the Principal serve on the interview
committee

....to allot 30-45 minutes for each interview*.

(4) Teacher selection policies and procedures, represented by 14 derived
factors, are only slightly related to teacher selection rate and teacher-
pupil index.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

Limitations

The findings of this study should be interpreted with the following
limitations in minds

(1) The utility of this study is subject to the usual liabilities associatedwith the use of the questionnaire as a research instrument, e.g., dependency onthe honesty of respondents and reliability of interpretation of the meaning of
questionnaire items'.

(2) The conclusions drawn from the data are pertinent only to the populationof 320 large public school systems which had returned useable questionnaires.The findings cannot be generalized to populations of other school systems.

(3) The comparisons among large public school systems, categorized for thisstudy into five strata, might have resulted in different findings if other in-tervals had been chosen td-demarcate the boundaries of Strata 1 through 5 and/orif school systems had been grouped into a different number of strata.

(4) Completed questionnaires were received between October 1963 and April1964. Data collected more recently might yield results different from thosereported here. Furthermore, the period of data collection was still characterized by a national teacher shortage, with some variability for different regional areas and fields of specialization. It is conceivable that other, or morerigorous selection methods might be utilized in a period of greater teachersupply.

implications

The analysis of the data suggests that, compared to generally accepted
practices used in industry2 to select personnel who are at a professional level

1/n this connection it should be recalled that in at least 95% of the sys-tems, a high ranking official supplied the data requested (Table 1, p. 7). Fur.thermore, the questionnaire dealt with factual rather than attitudinal informs.tion. Thus, presumably, the respondent was more likely to furnish accurate in-
formation. Therefore, it may be assumed that reliable responses were obtained.

2During the fall of 1965, personnel of the Board of Examiners visited
representative industrial concerns, such as American Telephone and Telegraph
Company* Standard Oil Company of New Jersey* Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,Macy's, New Jersey Bell Telephone Company, and the Port Authority of New York
to learn firsthand about personnel selection practices currently used,
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similar to that of teachers, certain procedutes governing the selection of
teachers in the typical large public school system appear to be inadequate and
unsophisticated.

Listed below are teacher selection practices which form the basis of this
impression. It must be emphasized, however, that only a longitudinal program
of research; relating specific selection practices to varied criteria of their
effectiveness, can yield data to test the validity of the impression.

(1) Only about 1/4 of LPSS prepare job descriptions and only 1/20 of them
use a specific job description form. It is difficult to understand how LPSS
can recruit candidates efficiently in the absence of clearly stated and de-
fined job characteristics, such as grade and/or subject to be taught, amount of
professional experience required, salary range, etc.

(2) Nearly 257. of LPSS request references from friends of the candidate.
It is well known that even many letters of reference from former employees or
college professors, less emotionally involved with the candidate than his
friends, are of doubtful value; therefore, little may be gained by eliciting
references from friends of the candidate.

(3) Only 12.8% of LPSS give examinations as part of the selection process.
The typical system selects teachers by interviews, 20-30 minutes in duration,
conducted by officials, 307. of whom have been trained almost never or, at best,
occasionally, in the interview process and who attempt to rate the candidate on
about a dozen characteristics.

The utility of an interview under the best circumstances (e.g., adequate
amount of time, use of trained interviewers, limited set of characteristics to
be rated) tends to be diminished by the subjectivity inherent in observations.
Thus, one can only speculate, in the absence of relevant research findings,
about the degree of inadequacy of interviews used by LPSS. In this era of mass
testing3 one is startled by the finding that only 12.8% of LPSS use examin-
ations. The development of tests represents a sizeable investment in time and
money. School systems, however, could employ the National Teacher Examinations,
which only 9.7% of LPSS use.

(4) Slightly fewer htllik2/5 of LPSS do not require candidates to take
physical examinations. This Cading is also astonishing in view of the fact
that teachers come in daily close%ctact with pupils. For the sake of the
children's as well as the teacher's health, physical examinations of candidates
should be required by all school systems.

(5) It is generally recognized that the modern teacher plays many roles
inside the classroom in addition to that of director of learning, namely, parent
substitute, judge, confidant, object of identification, object of affection and

3Goslin (1963) observed "it appears that between 150 million and a quarter
of a billion standardized ability tests of many different kinds are being ad.
ministered annually in the United States by schools, colleges, business and in.
dustrial firms, and government agencies, including the military services, in an
effort to evaluate the intellectual capabilities of potential and existing
personnel" (p. 13).



crushes, target of hostile feelings, etc. (Mtedi and Wattenburg, 1951; Stiles,
1957). Thus teachers, particularly elementary school teachers, are placed in
a strategic position from which they can, consciously as well as unconsciously,
profoundly affect the development of cognitive and non-cognitive aspects of
each pupil's personality. One would expect that top priority is assigned to
the assessment of the candidate's Java- as well as inter-personal level of
functioning, i.e., the degree to which the candidate (1) accerts himself and
others, (2) understands himself, (3) is able to cope effectively with his per.
sonal problems (e.g., management of anxiety, hostility, excessive need for love)
and (4) can use the power and authority, inherent in the teacher's roles, to
nurture the intellectual, social, and emotional growth of his pupils,

This study has clearly shown that the selection methods and procedures
currently used by large public school systems focus almost exclusively on the
overt, peripheral and not on the covert, dynamic personality characteristicsof candidates. To wit, a dozen or more overt characteristics such as personal
appearance and expressed attitudes toward work are rated in a typical inter-
view of 20.30 minutes.

Symonds (1954, 1955), Jersild (1955), Jersild, Lazar and Brodkin (1962),
Lang (1958), and Davidson and Lang (1960) have emphasized, among others, the
importance of scrutinizing covert, dynamic facets of a teacher's personality
and have reported means of identifying them. Yet only 3 of 320 school systemsreported the use of personality examinations or inventories.

What appears obvious then is that selection procedures are determined by
what is easily obtained rather than what is important to assess. Selectionofficers should pay attention to the mental health of prospective teachers.
Undoubtedly, this would be a difficult area. Personality inventories, of anobjective nature are lacking In adequate reliability and validity, particulrin selection. There are other reasons to contraindicate the use of personality
inventories, such as invasion of privacy, invitation to falsification or cowsformity, etc. As an alternative, the employment of psychiatrists or clinicalpsychologists In the assessment process would add some expense and would alsodemand great care in respect to insuring adequate reliability and validity,Clearly the need is for extensive reseazch in this area,

The results also indicate that the presence of certain teacher selection
policies and procedures in large public school systems is related to size ofschool system. Specifically, it was noted that the larger the school system,the lesser the tendency:

....to follow up references, e.g., to write to or telephone the recommender

*sotto use a committee to interview the candidate

.,*..,to allot more than 20-30 minutes for the interview

..,.to reimburse the candidate for expenses incurred In the interview

oto involve directly the Superintendent of Schools and the PrincIpa!in the selection of teachers outside a 25 mile radius of the school system
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....to observe the candidate's cl *room performance

....to require a candidate to give evidence of state certification for the
position for which he is being considered

....to On candidates early notification of their appointment.

One could hypothesize that by adopting the aforementioned practices, a
large school system will enhance the effectiveness of its selection process.
For instance, since many letters of recommendation are non-specific, non-
committal, and unrealistic, it would be desirable to follow up these letters.
However, only 2/5 of school systems in Stratum 1 indicated that they telephone
or write to the person who gave the recommendation. Presumably, the sheer
quantity of applicants prevents a sizeable number of systems in Stratum 1 from
following up. It should be noted that over 3/4 of systems in Stratum 4 contact
the recommender by telephone.

There is evidence which suggests that it is better to obtain the concensus
of a committee when interviewing job applicants than to entrust one person with
the conduct of the interview. Yet 649. of Stratum 1 systems rely on a single
individual, the Director of Personnel (or a member of his staff) to conduct
the interview. Furthermore, 477. of Stratum 5 systems relegate the interview
to one individual, namely the Director of Personnel (18%), the Principal (9%),
the Director of Elementary or Secondary Education (8%), and the Superintendent
of Schools (8%).

In accordance with good administrative principles, it would seem most
desirable to have a principal serve as a member of the interview committee.
Yet only 257 of Stratum 1 systems, compared to 437 of Stratum 4 and 50% of
Stratum 5 systems, do so. An interview of optimum4 duration and a classroom
observation of the candidate may possibly provide the basis for a sounder
selection decision. One should note that only 2 of 28 systems in Stratum I
devote more than 20-30 minutes to the interview, compared to 40% of E' terns in
Stratum 5. Note that moderate increases in devoting more than 20-33 minutes
for the interview occur between Stratum 1 (7%) and Stratum 2 (229.), and between
Stratum 3 (271) and Strata 4 and 5 (43% each). The sharpest drop in the extent
to which classroom observations are made of local and non-local candidates is
between Strata 1 and 2.

Almost 2/3 of Stratum 1 systems rarely or never observe the teaching of a
local candidate, and all but one system rarely or never observe a candidate
outside a 25 mile radius of the school system.

The practice of reimbursing candidates for expenses incurred in the inter
view will not in itself provide a system with a large number of promising midi.
dates, but it can help to do so. Candidates who would ordinarily not be inter.
sited in travelling to a system because of the expense involved might be more
inclined to do so if their expenses were underwritten by the system. Note that

4What constitutes Iloptimue duration of an interview has to be determined
by research,. Presumably, it is more than 30 minutes.



all Stratum 1 systems have a 1.olicy of never reimbursing candidates for inter-
view expenses. Obviously the cost would be extremely high if all candidates
were reithursed regardless of the distance to be travelled. However, a screen.
ing of only the most promising candidates, based on a careful examination of
their credentials and a thorough followf.up of references, might make reimburse.
went more feasible.

About 2/3 of Stratum 1 systems, compared to 9/10 of Stratum 5 systems,
require a candidate to give evidence of state certification for the position
for which he is teing considered. Although state certification does not
necessarily insure competence in teaching, it at least assures the system thatthe candidate has attained certain training qualifications for the position.
Thus it somewhat reduces the hazard of appointing a candidate to a position forwhich he is not qualified. Kalick (1962), in a study of a group of 107 school
systems, ranging in size from 15,000 to 1,000,000 pupils (approximately 500 to40,000 teachers), found that as size of school system increases there is a
corresponding increase in the percentage of appointees assigned to a subjectarea or grade level for which they are not fully certified.

Since June is the median month by which Stratum 1 systems notify a candi-date of his appointment, compared to May for Stratum 5 systems, it appears
likely that very large systems lose potential staff members to smaller systemswhich may assure a candidate an appointment early in the spring. The problemhere seems to involve a complex administrative machinery complicated by thefact that, when written examinations are not given, local (district) levelofficials are not authorized to make decisions regarding the appointment ofcandidates.

Increasing size of system is associated with a greater use of certain
teacher selection practices that may promote the effectiveness of the teacherselection process. For instance, the larger the school system, the greater thetendency:

....to use IBM or other data processing systems

....to use brochures as means of giving prospective candidates information
regarding the school system to which they are applying

....to use examinations as part of the selection process

.to require candidates to take a physical examination

....to conduct an active search for candidates outside a 1000 mile radiusof the school system

....to use an "Aid-to-interview blank, a checklist, or a rating scale
for recording the results of the interview

.to train interviewers almost always, in the interview process

....to consider appeals from the decision of the selection authority.



It seems reasonable to assume that most of the practices listed above were
adopted to a greater extent by very large school systems because of the need to
recruit and to process large numbers of candidates as efficiently as possible.
A good example of this is the greater use of data-processing equipment by
Stratum 1 systems (647), than by Stratum 3 systems (12%). Note. that the per.
centage of systems using data processing equipment jumps from 28 to 52 as one
goes from Stratum .3 to Stratum 2. The question arises, at what point in the
school size continuum does it pay to make an investment in equipment which
facilitates the teacher selection and assignment process. Projections into the
future school system size would seem to be a consideration here. Smaller sys.,
teens on the verge of bigness and in real need of help might consider making an
earlier investment in data processing systems which in all probability they
will have to purchase eventually.

Bigness has led to a certain degree of standardization in the teacher
selection process, as in the use of written and physical examinations and of
forms for recording the results of an interview. Smaller systems can make good
use of these practices but it requires additional expenditures on their part just
as it takes additional funds on the part of large school systems to pay for the
additional staff time necessary to do what appears to be a better job in some of
the aspects of the teacher selection process indicated on pages 52 and 53.

Very large school systems probably have a lower per capita cost of train-
ing interviewers because of the great number of interviewers to be trained.
Furthermore, the training of interviewers becomes mandatory when the interview
is considered to be one of the tests in the examination.

Lower per capita cost of production and a more extensive recruitment pro.
gram are probably factors in the tendency for the very large school system to
use brochures cat a means of giving information to candidates.

Pending the outcome of research studies whiGh explore the relative effect-
iveness of various selection procedures, one can only conjecture about the
desirability of specific practices.

Suggestions for Further Research

The study reported here was designed to gather informe4lon which heretofore
was not available and to generate suggestions for further research. The
findings raise a number of questions in the area of teacher selection which
merit further research,

(1) Haw effective are specific teacher selection policies and procedures?
Relationships should be ascertained among specific practices and various criteria
of effectiveness, cbg., teacher's classroom performance, teacher's job satis-
faction, teacher's interpersonal skills, teacher's ability to function in veri.
ous roles other than that of instructor, teacher's attainment of tenure, etc.
An investigation should be undertaken to determine whether there is a greater
clustering of more desirable selection practices in those large system* which
rank high on criteria of quality.
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(2) Are there procedural differences in the selection of elementary,
junior high, and senior high school teachers?

(3) How do teacher' selection practices compare with practices used in Indus-
try to select personnel who are at a professional level comparable to that ofteachers? Which practices might be useful for the selection of teachers? Canindustry learn from teacher selection practices?

(4) How effective are selection devices other than 6lose used at the 0,present time? Experiments could be launched using methods such as leaderless
group discussions, conferences, tests attempting to measure divergent thinkink.,analyses of lessons presented by closed circuit television, projective tests(e.g., Thematic Apperception Test), nan-projective tests (e.g., Minnesota Multi-phasic Personality Invrntory), and depth interviews.

(5) To what extent do teacher selection practices in systems with fewerthan 12,000 pupils and/or fewer than 400 teachers differ from those used bylarge school systems? For instance, a comparative study could be made of smallersystems which are financially favored and are reputed to have progressive adminis-trative practices.

(6) To what extent have large school systems decentralized their teacherselection process? Haceeffective is the teacher selection process in decen-tralized systems?

(7) Which teacher selection policies and procedures are regarded as effective by school administrators? Why?

(8) How do applicants for teaching positions view certain selection prac-tices? To what extent do they feel, that modifications are in order? Why?

(9) How are interviewers trained in the interview process? How effectiveis this training?

(10) What is the optimum duration for an interview/ Haw dcies this vary fordifferent teaching positions?

(11) How do interviewers rate the characteristics of an applicant? Hawvalid and reliable are these ratings?

(12) What differences, if any, are there among applicants who:

(a) accept appointments which are offered further away or closer tothe start of the school year?

(b) accept an appointment the first time it is offered and those whodecline a number of times?

(13) To what extent do teacher selection practices change over a number ofyears?

(14) How do teacher selection practices very with adequacy of supply ofteacher candidates?



(15) Is there a relationship between school system size and effectiveness
of the teacher selection and assignment process?

(16) What kinds of written documents, such as job description forms,
;application forms, brochures, interview rating forms, reference forms, etc*,
are most effective in the teacher selection and assignment process? An analysis
of written documents is indicated.



CPAPTER V

SUMMARY

The objectives of the study were as follows:

(1) To survey teacher' selection policieki and procedures in large2 publicschool systems.

(2) Within the rubric of "large" systems, to compare school systems ofvarious sizes with respect to their teacher selection policies and procedures.

(3) To determine relationships of teacher selection policies and proceduresto teacher selection rate and to teacher-pupil index.

(4) To determine fields of needed research in the area of teacher selection.

The following questions were raised:

(1) What are the teacher selection policies and procedures in large publicschool systems?

(2) With respect to which teacher selection policies and procedures dosimilarities exist among large public school systems?

(3) With respect to which teacher selection policies and procedures doabsolute trends exist among school systems according to size?

(4) With respect to which teacher selection policies and procedures doschool systems included in one stratum deviate from the absolute trend estab-lished by school systems included in the other strata?

(5) To what extent are teacher selection policies and procedures relatedto teacher selection rate?

(6) To what extent are teacher selection policies and procedures relatedto teacher..pupil index?

Using as a basis a review of the literature and the researchers' own know.-ledge of the field, a questionnaire was developed covering 15 areas of teacherselection policies and procedures. The questionnaire uas sent during October1963 to all large public school systems in the United States (N el 382) andreturned by 83.87, (N as 320) of them.

'This study dealt only with regularly appointed teachers.

2Enrollment of at least 12,000 pupils.
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School systems were categorized into five strata, based upon the number of
regularly appointed teachers employed by the system.

In order to answex questions #1 through #4, frequencies and percentages
were computed of responses mode by school systems in each of the five strata,
as well as by the total population included in this study.

In order to answer questions #5 and #6, responses given by the study's
total population on 51 questionnaire items were grouped by tertiles (lower 1/3,
middle 1/3, and upper 1/3) with respect to the teacher selection rate and the
teacher.pupil index. From the pool of 228 response options on 51 questionnaire
items, 72 response options were selected for factor analysis in accordance with
the following criteria:

(1) the responses had to reflect an absolute trend,

(2) the responses had to fall between 10-90%,

(3) the responses in the lower 1/3 had to differ from those in the upper
1/3 by at least no

The responses to the 72 options were subjected to a factor anslysis via
the centroid method of extraction and the varimax method of rotation. Twelve
factors were extracted. Judgmental factor raft:Anent and definition resulted
in the creation of two additional factors. Weighted factor scores were
generated. Pearson's product-moment correlations were computel to determine
relationships of the 14 factors to the teacher selection rate and teacher-pupil
index.

Since the data for this study were obtained from virtually a total universe,
rather than from a sample, tests of significance were not applied.

The following major conclusions were drawn:

(1) Teacher selection policies aud procedures vary widely emong large
public school systems.

(2) The interview is used as the primary selection device by all large
systems.

(3) Relationships exist between size of school system and certain teacher
selection policies and procedures.

Specifically, the larger the school system, the greater the tendency:

....to use IBM or other data processing systems

.,. *to use a brochure as a means of giving information to candidates0

3*School systems included in one stratum deviate from the absolute trend
established by school systems in the other four strata. Zhe absence of an
asterisk denotes the fact that the responses of school systems in Strata 1
through 5 reflect an absolute trend.
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3...to involve the Director of Personnel or a member of his staff in the
selection of teachers outside a 25 mile radius of the school system*

....to make an active search for candidates outside a 1000 mile radius of
the school system*

....to select 409. and over of the number of teachers yearly selected from
outside a 25 mile radius of the school system*

....to use examinations as part of the selection process

....to use the National Teacher Examinations

....to require candidates to take a physical examination

....to issue examination announcements for teaching positions*

....to have the school system physician give the physical examination*

....to have an official (or officials) administer written examinations to
candidates for teaching positions*

....not to permit a candidate to apply the passing parts of .an examination
previously failed to a current examination for the same license*

....to have one individual, rather than a committee, interview the candi.date*

....to allot between 20.30 minutes for each interview

..to have the Director cf Personnel or a member of his staff interviewthe candidate as the sole interviewer

....to use a rating scale for recording the results of the interview*

....never to reimburse the candidate for expenses incurred in the interview*

....to train interviewers almoet always in the interview process*

never to observe a candidate's teaching outside a 25 mile radius of theschool system

....never to make a classroom observation of a local candidate*

....to use eligibility lists

....to rank candidates on eligibility lists from highest to lowest withintheir various classifications*

....to make appointments from the eligibility list in descending order*

....to notify candidates later of an appointment to the teaching staff forthe following September

....to consider appeals from the decision of the selection authority.
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The larger the school system, the lesser the tendency's

....to use commercial teachers agencies as resources in recruiting
applicants

.0"to involve directly the Superintendent of Schools and the Principal
in the selection of teachers outside a 25 mile radius of the school system

....to contact the applicant's recommender by telephone*

....to write to the applicant's recommender*

....to have the Supervisor* and the Principal serve on the interview com
mittee

....to allot 3045 minutes for each interview*.

(4) Teacher selection policies and procedures, represented by 14 derived
factors, are only slightly related to teacher selection rate and teacher pupil
index.

Limitations and implications of the study were discussed and several
suggestions for further research rere offered.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE 7

Percentage of School Systems Within Each Stratum, Which Responded
to Specific Items of the Teacher Selection questionnaire

SP.
Stratum

Item 1

N28)

2 3

(N-54) (No79)

4 5 Total

(N-73) (Nw86) (N-320)

1. An analysis of existing staff re-
sources is weds in terms oft

*(15.1) 50.0
(154) Mount of professional preparation 71.4
(15.3) Amount of teaching experience..... 67.9
(15-4) Special skills 50.0

72.2
77.8
75.9
59.3

4

65.8
79.8
77.2
65.8
7.6

15.2

61.6
79.4
71.2

56.2
19.2

15.1

73.3
84.9
81.4
53.5
19.8

9.3

66.6
80.0
75.9
57.8
16.6

15.0

(15.6) If a staff analysis is not made,
check this alternative........... 21.4 20.4

No
7.1 0 2.5 5.5 3.5 3.4

2. Data regarding individual staff
members are maintained by means of:

(16 -1) Psrsonntl folders................. 96.4 94.4 96.2 93.2 96.5 95.3(16.2) /NM or other data processing system64.3 51.8 27.8 20.6 11.6 29.1(16-3) Index
42.9 50.0 40.5 39.7 33.7 40.3(16 -4) Other.... OOOOO .............. 7.1 3.7 10.1 4.1 3.5 5.6(16.5) Data on existing staff resources

are not maintained 0 1.8 1.3 0 0 0.6No response
0 1.8 0 1.4 3.5 1.6

3. a) Are job descriptions generally
prepared for teaching vacancies?

(17-1) Tes.......
17.9 27.8 13.9 26.0 27.9 23.1(174)
78.6 66.7 83.5 72.6 70.9 74.4No 3.6

b) Do you use specific job de-
scription forms in your system?

5.6 2.5 1.4 1.2 2.5

(164) «0. mos 3.6 5.6 6.3 5.5 3.5 5.0(184) No.. me.. ew .. 89.3 85.2 89.9 94.5 94.2 91,2No response* * 9.3 3.8 0 2.3 3.8
Notes Items on which the sum of sal responses

which the respoidenis gave more than one
0No response vas given to any alternative of th*IBM code numbers.

exceeds 100Z are those on
response.

questionnaire item.

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 7 (continued)

Stratum
Ille7.1011111Fk

/tem 1 2

(N28) (N54)

3 4 5

(N79) (Ns73) (N86)

Total

(N320)

3. c) If your answer to 3a or 3b is
nee, which pieces of information
are typically included in the job
descriptions?

(194) Grade and/or subject to be taught. 14.3 18.5 13.9 24.7 26.7 20.6
(19.2) Characteristics of pupils.... 0 7.4 8.9 9.6 7.0 7.5
(19.3) Amount of professional prepar.

ation required...*............... 14.3 20.4 12.7 21.9 26.7 20.0
(194) Specific competencies required,... 10.7 20.4 13.9 17.8 19.8 17.2
(19-5) Personal characteristics desired.. 10.7 11.1 7.6 9.6 11.6 10.0
(19-6) Teaching certificate required,.... 14.3 20,4 11;4 24.7 22,1 19.1
(19.7) Physical working conditions.....,.,. 0 3.7 11.4 9.6 12.8 9.1
(19.8) Salary range... 10.7 16.7 11.4 23.3 25.6 18.8(19.9)

0 0 1.3 0 1.2 0.6
No response.....c...*:1........ 85.7 74.1 86.1 74.0 73.3 77.8

4. Which resources are used in re-
cruiting applicants?

(20.1) Placement bureaus of teachers
colleges, liberal arts colleges,
universities...,,,.....,,......,.. 92.9 98.2 93.7 94.5 97.7 95.6

(20.2) Commercial teachers agencies...... 14.3 22.2 32.9 49.3 50.0 37.8(20.3) State Department of Education..... 21.4 25.9 27.8 39.7 41.9 33.4
(20.4) State Teachers Association.,...*,.,, 21.4 31.5 32,9 26.0 33.7 30.3
(20.5) Application sent in voluntarily

by applicants....................100,Q 90.7 93.7 93.2 96.5 94.4(20.6) Direct recruitment on campuses of
teachers colleges and uni-
versities..............c......... 92.9 81.5 86.1 84.9 84.9 85.3(20.7) Published announcements of
positions to be 32.1 22.2 39.2 48.0 37.2 37.2

(20.8) Other...c**......***.***. 701 3.7 3.8 1.4 5.8 44.1No response.........****.m.c.c... 0 1.8 0 0 0 003
5. a) Do you give examinations as

part of your selection process?

(21.1)Yes***00 57.1 16,7 11.4 5.5 3.3 12.8(21.2) NOoitooeea.41w....0 42.9 83.3 88.6 94.5 96.5 87.2

b) If your answer to 5a is Wees
please answer the following:

(Table continued on next Me)
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TABLE 7 (continued)

401110"

Stratum
yommalswrass.rwmammaiwriowas=wmasNalawassamo.***

I t e m

(N28)

2

(N54)

3 4 5 Total

(N-79) (N73) (NED86) (NEMO)

5. b) (cont,d)

Do you issue emanation announce-
ments for teaching positions?

(224) YelleirosolososAle*s0mesmoilmillooloor01)* 46.4 11.1 6.3 2.7 3.5 9.1
(22.2) No******************************** 3.6 1.8 1.3 1.4 0 1.2

No respoose*********************.* 50.0

c) If your answer to 5b is "Yes",
please answer the followingt

87.0 92.4 95.9 96.5 89.7

Examination announcements*

(23.1) Are given to an applicant at his
requost.......................... 35.7 7.4 2.5 1w4 2.3 5.9

(23.2) Are sent to an applicant as a re.
rat of a formal application
previously 32.1 7.4 20 2.7 2.3 3.9

(23.3) Can be consulted by the applicant
on the bulletin board of a col-
lege or university placement

39.3 7.4 3.8 0 2.3 6.2
(23.4) Can be consulted by the applicant,

in whole or in part, in the pub.
lic or private school............ 32.1 5.6 3.8 1,4 2.3 5.6

(23.5) Can be consulted by the applicant
through the cooperation of some
professional organisation to
which the announcement has been

140 3.7 10 0 162 2,5
(23.6) 0 1.8 1.3 1.4 0 0.9

NO rOP'011114elupoemwoolpoosoosems 57.1 90.7 93.7 97.3 97.7 91.9

6. What kinds of examinations are nor
illy used in the selection of
teachers?

(24.1) National teachers examinations 42,9 114 8.9 4.1 30 9.7
(24.2) Locally prepared essay questions 14.3 7.4 1.3 1.4 2.3 3.8
(44) Locally prepared test for each

subject area***11.04,o.******.*** 140 3.7 0 0 1,2 24

(Table continued on next Palia)
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TAUS 7 (continued)

111111/1MIIIMIMMIIIIIIMI

6, (contod)

Stratum
1 2 3 4 5 Total

(1448) (N'.54) (N-79) (14.73) (11I86) (1 320)

(24.4) Teaching performance test for
eleastntery candidates. 3.6

(24.5) Psychological or personality exam
inations or inwentoriee.......... 3,6

(24.6) Oral examination to discover com-
petence of the candidate in the
area for which he is applying.... 42.9

(24.7) Speech
sumimatioa................ 7.1(24.8) Teaching perfovmence test for

secondary candidates........... 3.6
(24.9) Other............................. 7,1

No response....................... 42.9

Prospect:vo candidates are given
information regarding your system
by means of;

(25.1) A brochure.....,,4,%..... 92.9
(25.2) Vilma

600,414peeof00460.64Wateemeo 14.3
(253) R.cruitment officials' statements. 96.4
(25-4) Other........m........... 21.4

No resPonsf............,.......... 0

1310 a) Do you make teacher selections
beyond a 25 mil* radius of your
school system?

(26.1)

(26.2)

4

YOseessessooSeoselpoose....es.40,411

No rayons...

b) If your answer to a is *Us%
pleas. answer the followings

Which individuate are typically
directly involved in the selection
of taaahers owtaide a 25 oils
radius of your soh ool spites/

96.4
3.6
0

1.8 1.3 0 0 0.9

1.8 0 1.4 0 0.9

5.6 0 1.4 0 5.0
0 0 0 0 0.6

1,8 1.3 0 0 0.9
1.8 0 1.4 1.2 1.6

83.3 87.3 94.5 96,5 86.9

85.2 76,0 64.4 66.3 73.8
9,3 1.3 2.7 3.5 4.7

98.2 89.9 90.4 96.5 93.8
903 11.4 114 17.4 13.4
1.8 6.3 6.8 2.3 4.1

98.2 94.9 94.5 96.5 95.9
1.8 3.8 4.1 2.3 3.1
0 1.3 1.4 1,2 0.9

(Table oontinued on next
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TAILI 7 (continued)

/ten
' Stratum,

1 2 3 4 5 Total

(28) (Nm54) (W179)1.111 (11.73) (Mm66) (H320)0111MMOW V411.

8. b) (canted)

(27.1) Superintendent of Schools......... 3.6 14.8 22.8 43.8 57.0 33.8
(27.2) Director of Personnel or somber of

his 83.7 92.6 79.8 69.9 64.0 75.9(27.3) 21.4 31.5 34.2 46.6 55.8 41.2
(27.4) Assistant principal...mom...4p. 10.7 5.6 6.3 17.8 14.0 11,2(27.5) Subject matter specialist other

than classroom teacher........... 17.9 20.4 15.2 19.2 15.1 17.2(27.6) Superviaor........................ 21.4 27.8 20.2 32.9 31.4 27.5
(2704) Department chairmen.............. 3.6 9.3 6.3 3.5 15.1 8.8
(2708) Classroom 3.6 3.7 0 4.1 5.8 3.4(27.9) Director of Elementary or Second

cry 7.1 31.5 30.4 30.1 43.0 31.9(27.0) 14.3 $.6 8.9 8.2 11.6 9.4No respanse....................... 3.6 3.7 6.3 6.8 3.5 4.7

9. a) Do you use an application form
in selecting teachers?

( 2804 ) Y.* .00
111 fb 411 111, 1000 0 100.0 10010 96.6 100.0 99.7( 284 ) ilke 10 411

1111 0

b) If yoir =mem to 49a is nee,
what kind of information doss your
application form call for?

0 0 1.4 0 0.3

(29.1) The position wented............... 9209 94.4 94.9 950 95.4 95.0(29.2) Personal data e.g., age, marital

96.4 1000 100.0 96.6 98.8 99.1(29.3) ikkreaLien e.g.. institutions at
tangled, major and minor subjects,
degree held................c.....100.0 100.0 100.0 98.6 100.0 99.7

(294)1Imperience e.g., school, poll
tion, dates and other types of
work 0 96.3 96.7 97.3 100.0 98.4(29.3)Travel.. 25.0 31.5 32.9 32.9 31.4 31.6

(29.6)6tatemant of interests - e.g.,
dramatics, musical, athletic, etc.75.0 66.9 92.4 87.7 93.0 19.4

92.9 96.3 94.9 95.9 93.0 940(294)Other., 23.0 16.5 1.3 9.6 5.8 9.4NO rO0p0O0Oesormosisb******esome 0 0 0 1,4 0 0.3

(Table continued on next page)
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TAILS 7 (continued)

t t a 1

10 Now nosy years of prepeimtiom be.
yond high *shoot eraduation age re-
quired for imitial appointments as
a classroom teacher/ (Indicate the
miniams bumbler cf years 'squired
after each Level of teackine.)

(30 Elementary School.

2.5)

(31 .
25)

(32 .
3.3)

3
4

No response,,.,...

Junior High School 2
3

4
5

No response.,,,.,.

Senior High School

3.6
0
89.3
3.6
3.6

3.6
0

89.3
3,6
3.6

3 0
4 82,1
5 14.3

NO response....... 3.6

11. References regarding candidates
are usually requested from;

(33.1) College or university professors..
(314)Former education employers........
(33.3) Comer non.educational employers..
(33.4) Friends of the candidate..........(334)0ther0.0001.0001bi
(33.6)Aeferences are not used in select.

tA$ teachers.....................
No response.......................

12. follow.up of references is usually
made byt

85.7
89,3
50.0
35.7
35.7

3.6
0

(34.1)Contacting the recommender by
telephone........................ 420

Stratum
2 3

(1 =54) (N m79)

4

($'.73)

_-twaSm=111..1%11.111011.

5 Total

( *66) (*'320)

3.7 2.5 5.5 3.5 3.8
1.8 0 2.7 7.0 2,8

92.6 94.9 8707 86.1 90,0
1.8 0 1.4 0 0.9
0 2.5 2:7 3.5 2.5

0 0 0 0 0.3
0 0 0 2.3 0,6

98.2 94.9 91.8 94.2 94.1
1.8 2.5 5.5 1.2 2.8
0 2.5 2,7 2,3 2.2

0 0 0 2.3 0,6
87.0 86.1 87.7 88.4 86,9
13.0 12.7 11.0 8,1 11.2
0 1.3 1,4 la 102

96,3 91.1 95.9 95.4 93,8
100.0 96.2 95.9 98,8 96.9
64.8 60.8 58.9 60.5 60.0
13.5 24.1 21.9 27.9 24.7
13.0 7,6 8,2 14.0 12,8

0 0 1.4 0 0.6
0 3.8 0 0 0.9

61.1 62.0 76.7 72.1 66.2

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 7 (continued)

Stratum
'..MOYM1.1=0***Immmimu

It em 1 2 3 4

(N28) (Nw54) (N79) (N73)

5

(P86)

Total

(N320)

12. (ont'd)

(34.2) faceto.face interview with
recommender. 0 22.2 26.6 24.7 18.6 20.9

(34.3) Further written communication with
recommender.0,...0 39.3 63.0 64.6 65.8 65.1 62.5

(34-4) Other.. 0 0 0 0 0 0
(34.5) References are not followedup.... 32.1 20.4 15.2 9.6 12.8 15.6

No reeponse 9 IP * 10.7 3,7 2.5 1.4 2.3 3.1

13. Do you require candidates to take
a physical examination?

(35-1) 89.3 72.2 64.6 53.4 48.8 61.2(354) No 00000 10.7 25.9 35.4 43,8 48.8 37,2No Tesponee.. 0 1.8 0 2.7 2.3 1.6

If "Yees who may give the exam'
ination?

(36.1) The school system physician....... 42.9 18.5 12.7 9.6 12.8 15.6
(36.2) A physician approved by the Board

of Iducatim........., 14.3 9.3 7.6 6.8 4.6 7.5
(36.3) Any licensed physician ........ 46.4 53.7 55.7 43.8 41.9 48.1
(36 -4) An examiner other than a licensed

physician................ 0000 3.6 0 0 1.4 0 0.6
No responso....................... 10.7 31.5 32.9 46.6 50.0 38.4

14. Do you interview candidates for
appointment to your school system?

(37.0 Yes...... ......................,,..100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0(37.2) No 11, 00 P 0

If nu". doss ono individual in.
terview him or does a committee
interview him?

(38.1) One individual.. 64.3
(38..2) A COMERittteA. 35.7

0 0 0 0 0

66.7 53.2 48.0 46.3 53.4
33.3 46.8 52,0 53.5 46.6

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 7 (continued)

Item
eas.....matwoO

1 2

(N*28) (1454)

14* (conttd)

If one individual, which one of
the following:

(39-1) Superintendent....m.o....4,mm 0
(39.4) Director of Personnel or a member

of his staff 64.3
(39-3) Director of Elementary or Second-

ary Education...m...40.mo.... 0
(39.4) 0
(39-5) Assistant Principal.. 0
(39-6) Subject matter specialist other

than classroom teacher........... 0
(39.7 0
(39.8) Department chairnan............... 0
(394) Classroom teacher.. 0
(39-P) Member of the Board of Education.. 0
(39,4) Other.... 0114.0001111000e00000.04.0.0010 0

No response....OOOOO 35,7

If a committee

(40-1) Superintendent. moonotroop04boo0000410.0 0
(40-2) Director of Personnel or * member

of his 21,4
(40.3) Director of Elementary or Second-

ary Educstion.................... 10.7
(40-4) 25.0
(40-5) Assistant 10.7
(40.6) Subject matter specialist other

than classroom teacher...,.,,,.,, 14.3
(40.7) Suporvlsor........0.0000.. 17.9
(404) Department 17.9
(404) Classroom teacher.. 9411,111,1110001140011100 10.7

(40-0) Member of the board of Education.. 0
(4040 Other...0.0....000.. OO O O tom 10.7

No 64.3

0

62.9

1.9
1.9
0

o
o
0
0
0
0
33.3

Stratum
0malmr,

3 4 5 Total

(N-79) (N-73) (N-86) (N.320)

o 1.4 8.1 2.5

40.5 31.5 18.6 38.4

6.3 8.2 8.4 5.9
3.8 6.8 9.3 5.3
0 1.4 0 0.3

0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 o 0
0 0 0 0
2.5 0 1.2 0.9
46.8 52.0 53.5 46.6

9.3 10.1

31.5 39.2

22.2 17.7
25.9 36.7
9.3 5.1

16.7 5,1
18.5 24.1
7.4 12.7
0 5.1
o 2.5
3.7 5.1

66.7 53.2

(Table continued on next pass)

20.5 26.7

34,2 27.9

31.5 31.4
42.5 50.0
8.2 9.5

15,1 12.0
28,8 22.1
19.2 10.5
6.8 1.2
0 0
6.8 1.2
48.0 46.5

15.9

32.2

24.7
38.8
8.1

12.2
23,1
13.4
4.1

0.6
4.7
53.4

I
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TABLE 7 (continued)

Stratum
Item 1 2

(N-28) (N -54)

3

(N79)

4

(N73)

5

(N86)

Total

(N320)

15. Which characteristics of a can.
didate are rated by means of an
interview?

(41.1)Ability in the subject matter that
the candidate proposes to teach.. 57.1 64.8 81.0 65.8 76.7 71.6

(41.2)Personal appearance ...............100.0 100.0 100.0 94.5 97.7 98.1
(414)Speech. 100.0 96.2 93.2 97.7 96.9
(41- 4)Logical thinkinga................ 71.4 77.8 78.5 71.2 74.4 75.0
(415)Extent of cultural background..... 75,0 81.5 81.0 71.2 74.4 76.6
(41.6)Extent of community contacts...... 42.9 48.2- 57.0 43.8 38.4 46.2
(41.7)Attitudes towards his work........100.0 92.6 96.2 9004 91.9 93.4
(418)Ektent of outside interests....... 64.3 64.8 65.8 71.2 62.8 65.9
(41- 9)Knowledge of current affairs...... 42.9 57.4 45.6 39.7 52.3 47.8
(410)Philosophy of education,.......... 89.3 81.5 91.1 80.8 83,7 85.0
(41X)Potentialities for professional

71.4. 88.6 80.8 76.7 79.1
(41)Interest in children and/or youth. 89.3

.70.4
87.0 94.9 89.0 88.4 90.0

(42.1)Entent of democratic outlook...... 39.3 59.3 57.0 39.7 47.7 49.4
(422)0ther.... el 11.1 13.9 13.7 14.0 15.0

16. Which of the following are used in
recording results of interviews of
candidates?

(43- 1)Check listosissoolooseopeelleseipoese 35.7 35.2 21.5 20.6 29.1 26.9
(43- 2)Rating scale.............. 57.1 50.0 34.2 21.9 22,1 32.8
(43.3)4Aid.to interviewo 42.9 33.3 31.6 27.4 23.3 29.7(43.4)0ther 3.6 14.8 17.7 13.7 19.8 15.6
(43.5)Written score of an interview is

not 7.1 5.6 19.0 24.7 24.4 18.4No response....................... 0 1.8 0 6.8 3,5 2.8

17. Are candidates reimbursed for ex
penses incurred in personal inter.
view?

(44m1)Utuallyelledossoopeoppeeposooloopepos 0 0 0 1.4 0 0.3
0 0 6.3 4.1 9.3 5.0(4403)Rarely. 0 25.9 19.0 32.9 27.9 24.1(4404ever . op 1000/ 74.1. 72.2 56.2 61.6 68.4

NO 0 0 2.5 5.5 1.2 2.2

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 7 (continued)

Stratum
Item

18. Is a classroom observation of a
local candidate made?

(45.1) Usually 's.. ......,p...............
(45.2) SOMOVES05....m.o......e..e.......
(45.3) gare1Y+....MOOS
(454) Hovers ..

No response...... 0000804,0004000410

19. Is a classroom observation made of
a candidate outside of a 25 mile
radius of your school system?

(46.1) Usually..........................
(46.2) SomettMesdlosomemeowolleomos
(46.3)

Earely...........................
(46.4) Never... .s.......................

No response... ...................

20. Are eligibility lists used in the
selection of teachers?

(47.1) Yes...
(47.2)

No.response..........o...........

If nes", which of the following
practices are in effect in regard
to use of eligibility lists?

(48.1) Lists are rated (candidates are
ranked from highest to lowest
within their various classi-

(48.2) Lists are unrated (contain the
names of approved candidates,
with no preferential rating)....

(48.3) Candidates are given assignment
preferences as a result of
higher ranking..................

(444) Eligibility lists are mode public
(484) Appointments are made from the

list in descending order........
No response.....

1

(N28)

2

(N54)

3

(N79)

4

(N1873)

5

(N86)

Total

(N.320)

3.6 9.3 17.7 16.49 9.3 12.5
21.4 44.4 34.2 35.6 36.1 35.6
28.6 24.1 29.1 38.4 39.5 33.1
35.7 20.4 13.9 4.1 ,10.5 13.8
10.7 1.8 5.1 5.5 4.6 4.7

0 0 0 4.1 2.3 1.6
3.6 13.0 16.5 23.3 19.8 17.2

28.6 38.9 38.0 32.9 40.7 36.9
64.3 46.3 41.8 37.0 34.9 41.6
3.6 1.8 3.8 2.7 2.3 2.8

60.7 24.1 39.3 19.2 18.6 23.4
3.5.7 74.1 74.7 74.0 76.7 71.6
3.6 1.8 6.3' 6.8 4.6 5.0

39.3 16.7 8.9 9.6 7.0 12.5

17.9 5.6 8.9 11.0 8.1 9.4

25.0 7.4 3.8 5.5 4.6 6.9
21.4 3.7 1.3 1.4 1.2 3.1

35.7 13.0 6.3 2.7 518 9.1
39.3 77.8 82.3 76.7 80.2 75.9

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 7 (continued)

Item
Stratum

1 2

(N28) (N54)
AN~811111W1109.110,

21. Are appeals (fr'ma the decision
of the selecting authority)
considered?

(49.1) Yes.... 4100111011100000.4110.111.0011111100008. 42.9 24.1
(49-2) No.... 42.9 64.8

No response. 14.3 11.1

If "Yes ", please answer the follow.
ing: Appeals procedures are:

(50-1) Set forth in writing......... OOOOO 10.7 1.8
(50-2) Readily available to candidates in

writing.......................... 7.1 1.8
(50.3) Not in writing....,................ 32.1 20.4

No response..... .................. 57.1 75.9

22. An active search for candidates is
made within a radius of approxi-
mately:

(51 -1) 25 miles... 0006000.4.04.00000000000 7.1 0
(51-2) 50 miles.

Se041001111111410811104114111100000OOPO 0
(51.3) 100 miles... 10.7 7.4
(51 -4) 300

3. 6 37.0
(51-5) 500 mileseibeelogooselempoposeemies0.00. 32.1 22.2
(51.6) 1000miles........................ 10.7 16.7
(51-7) over 1000 miles........ ....dim... 35.7 16.7

No response....................... 0 0

23. Of the number of teachers selected
yearly, what is the approximate
percent that come from outside a
25 mile radius of your school goys.
teat

(32-1) 04 percent...................... 0 0
(524)2.4%..Of 0 0
(524) 542,........amomosomoopoill000s 10.7 5.6(524)104470. 0 1.8
(524) 1549%............................ 0 30
(52.6)20.24%.............0.............. 0 9.3

3

(N79)

4

(N73)

5

(N86)

Total

(N320)
NIIM

11.4 11.0 9.3 15.6
76,0 68.5 76.7 69.7
12.7 20.6 14,0 14.7

0 0 1.2 1.6

0 0 0 0.9
11.4 9.6 8.1 13.4
88.6 90.4 90.7 84.7

5.1 4.1
8.9 6.8

13.9
26.6

17.8

31.5 220443 4965

21653 9208
22.8 15.1 19.8 20.9
5.1 12.3 10.5 10.6

12.7 9.6 14.0 15.0
5.1 2.7 2.3 3.5

2.5 4.1 3.5 2.5
3.8 0 2.3 1.6
1.3 2.7 9.3 5.3

10.1 906 3.5 5.9
6.3 8.2 4.6 5.3
8.9 2.7 3.5 5.3

(Table continued on next page)
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TOLE 7 (continued)

Stratum
morimorrimmamourromiumeirom....01411110211Item 1 2

(N28) (N54)
NNIONMEN

3 4 3 Total

(N79) (N73) (N.86) (N320)prallormirmamsmimiora=ranimmoomPumoolimmavoominsook

23. (coated)

(52.7) 25.29%. 10.7 7.4 7,6 11.0 4.6 7.8(52.8) 14.3 16.7 13.9 20.6 12.8 15,6(52-9) 40% and 64.3 53.7 44.3 37.0 55.8 49.1
411) resposse................e. 0 1.8 1.3 4,1 0 1.6

24. Of the number of teachers selected
yearly, what is approximate percent
that were obtained as a result of
direct ritruitment, outside a 25
mile radius of your school system?

(53.1) 0 percent...
0011PO0004111000,6160410041800 7.1 1.8 10.1 8.2 5.8 6.9(534 ) 14%4 IP * 3.6 5.6 6,3 6.8 10.5 7.2(53.3) 0 5.6 8.9 8.2 5.8 6.6(53.4)

3.6 7.4 5.1 9.6 5.8 6.603.5)
14,3 13.0 11.4 12,3 12.8 12.5(53.6)
17.9 7.4 6.3 11,0 5.8 8.4(53.7) 20-24%.
3.6 9.3 6.3 4.1 8.1 6.6(53.8) 25.29%.....

oe,..400,4somoornilb40111.
(334) 30% andover 14.3

32.1
7.4

35.2
15.2
27.8

6.8
23.3

9.3
30.2

10.3
29.1No response..

3.6 7.4 2.5 9.6 5.8 5.9

25. Is s candidate required to give
evidence of state certification
for a position for which he is
being considered?

(54.1)
67,9 79.6 87.3 90.4 90.7 85.9(54.2)
28.6 20.4 12.7 8.2 9.3 13.4No response. 110,040000005,00000 3.6 0 0 1.4 0 0.6

26. Do you request that yog be fur.
nished with copies of transcripts
of a candidates professional pre.
paxation?

(53.1) Yli...v 89.3 87.0 92.4 80.8 81.4 85.6(55.2)
10.7 11.1 7.6 13.7 16.3 12.2No response........w....04,...... 0 1.8 0 5.5 2.3 2.2

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 7 (continued)

It am
11,11111W

Stratum
1 2 3 4 5 Total

(N-28)

27, a) Do you have an official (or
officials) that administer(s)
written examinations to candidates
for teaching positions?

(564)
(56-2)

Yes........,......................
***** ...........................

No respoose...... ...........,.....

b) If your answer to 27a is "Yes",
please answer the followings The
members of the examining body are
selected:

35.7
64.3
0

(57.1) By the Superintendent, without

ex4m/netion....................... 17.9
(57-2) On the basis of an examination

developed by the school system... 7.1
(57-3) On the basis of a civil service

type examination................. 10.7
(57-4) Other... .......................... 10.7

No response..........04,....... 60.7

28. If your answer to item 27a is "Yes",
please answer the following: Which
of the following statements best
describes the role of the examining
body in regard to the selection of
teachers?

(58.1) Administers written examination
only. 7.1

(58.2) Has complete control of all features
of the examination of candidates
and the preparation of eligibility

7.1
(58.3) Has complete control of the exam-

ination of candidates, prepares
eligibility lists and administers
the pre- employment investigation. 25.0

No response....................... 67.9

(N54) (Nw79) (Nm73) (N.86) (N=320)

7.4 .2;5 4.1 2.3 6.6
90..7 97.5 94.5 97.7 92.8
1,8 0 1.4 0 0.6

0 1.3 1.4 0 2.2
i

0 0 0 1.2 0.9

1.8 0 0 0 1.2
3.7 1.3 2.7 1.2 2.8
94.4 97.5 95,9 97.7 93.1

1.8 2.5 4.1 1.2 2.8

0 0 0 0 0,6

3.7 1.3 0 0 3.1
94,4 96.2 95.9 984 93.8

(Table continued on next page)
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TALI 7 (continued)

Item 1 2

(Nm28) (s.54)

Stratum

29. Is a candidate permitted to apply
the passing parts of a previous
examination, which he failed. to
* current examination for the same
license?

(59-1)

(59.2)
YOSseoesesoolommoroo.....01.. 10.7 30
NOol10004141esso000.001190004e4.11110.41. 21,6 1.8
Na

60.7 94'4

33. Have interviewers of candidates
been given training in the inter-
view process?

(6001) Almost 53.6 57.4
(60.2) Usually. dosoossoo....s.essoleva 28.6 18.5
(60.3) About half the 0 1.8
(60.4) Occasionally...................... 7.1 9.3
(60.5) Almost never 10.7 13.0No respoase.............,........ 0 0

3

(11.79)

4

(8-73)

3

(N6)

Total

(N.320)

0 1.4 0 1.9
3.8 2.7 1.2 4.7

96.2 95.9 98.8 93.1

38.0 30.1 25.6 37.5
25.3 26.0 32.6 26.6
3.8 1.4 1.2 1.9

13.9 19.2 16.3 14.4
15.2 15.1 19.8 15.6
3.8 8.2 4.6 4.1

31. *my much time is generally allotted
for each interview?

(61-1) 5
(61-2) 10sdnutes 0

7.1
0
3.7

0
0

0
0

0
1.2

0
1.6(61-3) 15 minutes........ 14.3 1.8 10.1 6.8 11.6 8.8(61-4) 20-30 minutes 71.4 63.0 62.0 48.0 43.0 55.0(61-5) 3045 Mat Olio 3.6 18.5 22.8 28.8 26.7 22.8(61.6) 45-60 minutes 3.6 3.7 2.5 8.2 7.0 5.3(61.7) over 1 hour

....................... 0 0 1.3 5.5 9.3 4.1No respense.......0............... 0 9.3 1.3 2.7 1.2 2.8

32. Um) ray classroom observations
are generally mede of a candidate?

(624) 0 89,3 57.4 62.0 49.3 35.8 39.1(62.1) 1
7.1 24.1 15.2 27.4 20.9 20.3(62.2) 2

.............................. 0 1.8 6.3 6.8 10.5 6.2(62.3) 3
004rip...0404,040ses,0004004011100160.0 0 1.8 1.3 1.4 1,2 1.2(62.4) more than 3 4poroorm000000,00004 3.6 1.8 2.5 1.4 1.2 1,9No rospomoo......plios..,..i....ess*, 0 13.0 12.7 13.7 10.5 11.2

(Table continued on next page)
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A16

Percentage of School Systems With Low, Medium or High
Teacher Selection Rates 14110 Responded to

Specific Items of the Teacher Selection Questionnaire

Teacher Selection Rats

Item Low Medium High

(M.103) CM gs 104) CM m 103),
IN11111111011114.

1. An analysis of existing staff resources is made
in terms oft

Age ..o.......se.sol....oom.00gioosoisos 65.1 62.5 72,8
Amount of professional preparative............... 82.5 74.0 82.5
Amount of teaching experience................... 76.7 67.3 83.5
Special 61.2 52.9 58.2

11.6 17.3 20.4
If a staff analysis is not mode, check this
alternative.................................... 12.6 21.2 12.6

No xesponsta.................................... 2.9 3.8 2.9

2. Data regarding individual staff members are
maintained by means oft

Personnel folders............................... 96.1 93.3 98.1
ISM or other data processing system............. 30.1 26.0 33.0
Index cards..... ............................. 39.8 50.0 33.0
Other............................................ 8.7 4.8 2.9
Data on existing staff are

0 1.0 1.0

resources not main.
tOlned....000000000000000000000000040.414100**0.00

NO rOOPOM0000.0........40.010.00.00.0000.0 0 3.8 0

3. a) Are job descriptions generally prepared for
teaching vacancies?

YOO4.4.4,.....easomoolpseoloossespeoleseetrosgrasoreiboo 23.3 26.9 19.4
No.............................................. 75.7 68.3 78.6
No response. .................................4..

b) Do you use specific job description foram in
your system?

1.0 4.8 1.9

Yes............................................, 4.8 6.7 2.9
91.3 88.5 95.2

No responseao.o000000**111060O4000480,01P404oW4000410 3.9 4.8 1.9

Notet Items on *hick the sum of all responses exceeds 100% are those on
which the respondents gave more then ow response.

allo response nes given to any alternative of the questionnaire item.

(Table continued on next page)
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TAILS 8 (*.ensued)

Tsseher lallictias Rate

I t a Lou Medias Nigh

Ow 103) (N w 104) (11 103)

3. (oent'd)
*) TA your waver ts 3s or 3b is Ivies% *IA
piens of informatics are typically included
is the job descriptions?

Grade asdlior sublset to be taught.............. 19.4 25.0 17.5
Chsrecteristics if POpiliesom...oromeee.... 8.7 6.7 6.1
Amount of prefesalmstl }Vaporettos repaired.. 19.4 24.0 16.5
cif is sespetenstes sequired................. 15.3 22.1 14.6
Persosal ShessetertSties desired............. 10.7 8.6 9.7
Teaching entitle** requixed........,.......... 20.4 23.1 13.6
Physioal uerkiss condittess.................. 8.7 7.7 11.6
Salary rallete........................o.m..... 20.4 20.2 16.5
Other........... ..................e............ 1.0 0 1.0
NO VIMPOWN16...,..o........41,....0..6....e..o... 77.7 74.0 81.6

4. Which resources are used is recruiting appli.
cants/

Placemest bureaus fit is 62011.10114 liber.
al rota se1legps4 universities 91.3 97.1 100.0

Commercial teaches. agescies............... 35.0 30.0 29.1
State Dapartasst of Ilducatiem6 33.9 31.7 30.1
Stets ?Onshore ASSOSIllat/Mt. 17.5 38.5 33.0
Applisatien seat in ver=ily by applicants.. 93.2 92.3 98.1
Direct recruitemat os esnpuses of teachers
epilogs* sed iniversitie.. $2.5 89.4 $4.5

Published ammoumoseants of positions to be
fillad....4................................011.. 33.0 41.4 36.9
Othar..................4............... 2.9 5.8 3.9
No respense..............4..............s.... 0 1.0 0

5. a) Do you give examdastions as part of your
select for processt

19.4 11.5 5.8
00.6 $8.5 94.2

b) tf your answer be Sa Is 1,8004 plisses MOM
the followings Da you in mart des sm.
nousaenents Sm, towable poodSinme

(tale seelsued se sent page)

Y
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TABLE 8 (continued)

Teacher Selection Rata

4NOMMOCIO

Low Medium High

(N w 103) (N 104) (N 103)

5. b) (coated)

NOlolooe.....s......iolopoodosispommooomoses,
No rOOV00146.0..saweeeeeeseese......mosseesse

c) If your answer to 5b Is "Yes", please answer
the following, ination ammouncementes

15.5
1.0
83.5

5.8
1.9

92.3

4.8
0

95.2

Are given to an applicant at his request....... 11.6 2.9 2.9
Ara sent to an applicant as a result of a formal
application previously 10.7 2.9 2.9

Can be consulted by the applicant on the but-
istin beard of oollege-oruniversity place.
moot 12.6 2.9 2.9
Combs consulted by the applicamt, in whole or
in pert, in the public or private sehool...... 10.7 1.9 3.9

Can be oonsulted by the applicant through the
cooperation of some profeelionel organisation
to which the announcement hes been sent....... 3.9 1.0 1.9

2.9 0 0
No response............................... OOOOO 86.4 95.2 95.2

6. What kinds of ammminatiloto use normally used
Ma the selection el teachers?

National teachers examimetiems.................. 15.5 6.7 5.8
Locally prepared essay queetimas,.............. 4.8 2.9 1.0
Locally prepared test for sash subject area.... 3.9 1.9 1.0
Teaching performence teat for elementary map
didatdo...............40......,6.0.4,....,..... 1.0 1.0 0

Poyokologlol or personality anislaattes* or
torootorloolo..............wb..0.........4, 2.9 0 0

Oral emendnation to dissever eampeteree.ef the
candidate in the area for which he is applying 9.7 1.9 1.9

6peedh eneminetten............................., 1.0 0 1.0
Teaching performsece test for seoondary OSID
diditatio.....1.0o.poso.....woo....a..,....0410011, 1.0 1,0 0

Otherme...o.see..4,00esio..0bills.os000soweo404110.
so Impowaa...................................

ls,
81,6

1.9
68.4

0
92.2

(Table eontineed oa next
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TAMS 8 (continued)

111100.111111101111111111MMIIIMMIR9PPIONEMPE aolommeMaawr

Item
Teacher Selection Rats

Low

(N 103)

7. Prospective candidates are given information
regarding your system hymens oft

A brochure....... OOOOO 59.2Films......ts ***** 1.9
Recruitment officials' statements... 91.3
Other........... .........W.................... 11.6
No response00.00000000000000.000*000000.0041000 5.8

8. a) Do you maks teacher selections beyond a 25
wile radius of your school system?Yes44 95.2No* 4.8
No kaapaaas lb.,. 0

I)) If your answer to 8a is nes% please an.
ewer the followings Which individuals ate
typically directly involved in the selection
of teachers outside a 25 mile radius of your
school system?

Superintendent of Schools................... 42.7
Director of Personnel or member of his staff 67.0
Principal OOOOO 35.9
Assistant Principalmeefiloo0o4,00.00460,0*.... 10.7
Subject matter specialist other than classroomtesOber 411,06000010041000004041000 18.4Suporvieor, 0000041.0000000000010041 38.8
Department chairmen....... 410000800460000000000000 6.8
Classroom teacher 406000000400011004100.0041 2.9
Director of itlemsotary or Secondary Oducatien. 29.1
Other................... 13.6
Noroopooss. 5.8

9. a) Do you use an application form in selecting
teachers?

Irtse...,014...0.012.04000 0000000000011000.041.08.0 99.0
NO00,0000000011.000000000.00100000,0,00.000410,0*.0000 1.0

(Table oeettmmed an mixt page)

Medium High

(N 0 104) (N 103)

76.9 87.4
3.8 6.8

95.2 95.2
12.5 15.5
3.8 1.9

96.2 97.1
2.9 1.9
1.0 1.0

26.0 31.1
76.0 86.4
45.2 44.7
14.4 8.7

17.3 16.5
26.9 19.4
12.5 7.8

4.8
34.6 34.0
6.7 8.7
4.8 2.9

100.0 100.0
0 0
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TABLE 8 (continued)

A.21

NmillM011111111=NMININIIMIONIMMINIMMIMINIUMNINIIIMEPPIRMISMOINIP

Teacher Selection Rate

Item Low Medium High

( I I mg 103) (IN 104) (N m 103)
VONOPONNNO

11. References regarding candidates are usually
requested from:

College or university professors.. eillosooseliro 93.2 94.2 95.2
Former education employers... ................. 95.2 98.1 98.1
Former non-educational employers. 0.0000.000000 65.1 66.4 49.5
Friends of the candidate... ................... 33.0 25.0 18.4
Other...

000000000111001004000000000001116.110041121004110 11.6 11.5 15.5
References are not used in selecting teachers. 1.9 0 0
No response.........0......................... 0 1.0 1.9

12. Follow-up of references is usually made by:

Contacting the recommender by telephone... .... 68.0 62.5 69.9
Face -to -face interview with recommender....... 28.2 14.4 21.4
Further written communication with recommender 67.0 60.6 60.2
Other... ................o..................... 0 0 0
References are not followed-up................ 12.6 21.2 13.6
No reeponee................................... 3.9 3.8 1.9

13. Do you require candidates to take a physical
xamination?

Yesses000seeeesol000moomeoomeoosemoloolee 66.0 62.5 54.4
No..........,................................. 32.0 36.5 43.7No response...................................
If neon, who may give the examination?

1.0

The school system physicien............... .... 21.4 13.5 11.6
A physician approved by the Board of Education 7.8 7.7 6.8
Any licensed physician...co....mm...4,m.. 47.6 52.9 44.7An dais= other than a licensed physician... 1.0 0 0No rasponst................................... 34.0 37.5 44.7

14. Do you interview candidates for appointment to
your school system?

YOSOO*0041000000001,000000000000041,4140011,000000000 100.0 100.0 100.0No.............. .......0.................1..91.

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 8 (continued)

Teacher Selection Rate

Item Low Medium High

(N 103) 01. 104) (N 103)

14. (contod)

If "Yes ", does one individual interview him
or does a committee interview hima

One
A committee....

If one individual, which one of the following:

Superintendent................................
Director of Personnel or a member of his staff
Director of Elementary or Secondary Education.
Principal.............................00000 ...
Assistant Principal.............................,
SUbject matter specialist other than class.
room teacher..................................

Supervisor...................................
Department chairmen...........................
Classroom teacherseivelood000mill000doesvilloodoeasedo
Member of the Board of Education........,.....
Other............0............................
No responseo...40...o..o.....,..o........vogo....

If a committee,

Superintendent........................*.......
Director of Personnel or a member. of his staff
Director of Elementary or Secondary Education.
Principal.....................................
Assistant Principal ............................
Subject setter specialist other than class.
room teacherea.e.41,......................wo

Supervisor. ....................................
Department chairman........................
Classroom teacher.essmarerverxireiie
Miabor of the Board of Sducatl on.....s4.......

Other................................,..........
No response...................................

43.9' 53.2 62.1
56.1 46.8 37.9

4.1 2.8 1.0
28.6 37.6 49.5
7.1 5.5 4.9
4.1 4.6 6.8
1.0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

56.1 46.8

21.4 14.7
28.6 31.2
26.5 29.4
39.8 43.1
12.2 7.3

16.3 10.1
34.7 22.9
12.2 16.5
7.1 2.8
2.0 0
6.1 4.6

43.9 53.2

(Table cautioned on next pads)

37.9

13.6
35.9
20.4
34,0
5.8

11.7
18.4
9.7
2.9
0
4.9

62.1
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TABLE 8 (continued)

Item

Teacher Selection 'cats

Low Medium High

(N 103) (N 104) (N Ilk 103)

15. Which characteristics of a candidate are
rated by means of an interview?

Ability in the subject matter that the candi-
date proposes to teaeh.........../"....i.,41.444,,, 76.7 71.2 67.0

Personal sppearsncs................44..... 93c2 99.0 100.0
SPeloch......................................... 94.2 98.1 98.1
Logical thinking........4,..................... 75.7 73.1 75.7
Extent of cultural background...,.............., 74.8 78.8 74.8
Extent of oommunity contacts.................. 54.4 38.5 46.7
Attitudes towards his work..................., 90.3 93.3 96.1
Extent of outside intortoto.........*.i...... 67.0 65.4 66.0
Knowledge of current affairs.................. 52.4 43.3 46,6
Philosophy of education........................ 81.6 84.6 89.3
Pbtentialities for professional growth....me 81.6 75,0 32.5
Interest in children and/or youth............. 92.2 92.3 87,4
Extent of democratic outlook00000000011111004.0000 44.7 53.8 51.5
Other..4.41.t........e...........,....e........ 12.6 14.4 18.4

16. Which of the following, are used in recording
results of interviews of candidates?

Check list ......,............................. 27.2 31.7 24,3
Rating scale4,0000001mfbesess0041000ornmes0404,
eViidtowinterviewie blankmee,0

30.1
24.3

34.6
27.9

34.0
.35.9

Othar....................o.........,,.........., 20,4 11.5 16.5
Written score of an interview is not mode..... 23.3 16.3 12.6
No ruponse..........4.0....11...........i.....1". 3.9 1.9 1.9

17. Are candidates reimbursed for expenses incurred
in personal interview?

Usually...............,....................... 0 1.0 0
Somstims...................s.......g......40.. 6.6 4.6 3.9
Rarely...,............0...0.............11,..... 16.5 23.1 33.0
Navor.....,...................,.................. 73.8 70.2 60.2
No responseIll000goill,01104,011100040rneolos40604110000 2.9 1.0 2.9

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 8 (continued)

Item
Teacher Selection Rate

11111110001.11111P.111"

Low Medium Sigh

18. Is a classroom observation of local candle
date mode?

Rarely.'Never
Noresponse*

19. Is * classroom observation mode of a candi.
date outside of a 25 male radius of your
school system?

Usually000000M0000,4100.0,04001110000.000000000Sentilleieew......oses
Rartlysee..s........esooNOVItressesoweo
No respons*......................

20. Are eligibility lists used in the selection
of teachers?

16140igoosse eopsortop..014040oofoe
No responss.

If "Tee, which of the following practices are
in effect in regard to use of eligibility lists?

Lists are rated (candidates are ranked from
highest to lowest within their various
olassifications).... ,

Lists are unrated (contain the news of ape
proved candidates, with no preferentialrating).

Candidates are given assignment preferences
as a result of higher renking.,...
Eligibility lists are made public, 009000000011.
Appointments are made from the list indescending orderNo rospohse

/03) (N - 104) ($ 103)

18,4 9.6 10.7
42.7 33.6 30.1
21,4 36.5 40,8
14.6 14.4 12.6
2.9 5.8 5.8

2,9 1.0 1.0
21,4 14.4 17,5
35.9 36.3 36,9
37.9 46.2 40,8
1.9 1.9 3.9

30.1 18.3 19.4
65.1 76.0 75.7
4,0 5.8 4.8

18.4 8.6 8,7

9.7 8.6 4.7

9.7 2,9 6.8
4.8 1.9 1.9

13.6 7.7 3.9
68.9 $2.7 78.6

(Table continued on next pegs)
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Teacher Selection Rate

Low Medium Nigh

N 103) (N 104) (N 103)

21. Are appeals (from the decision of the select.
ing authority) considered?

YO11 21.4 16.4 10.7NO 67.0 70.2 70.9
No 11.6 13.5 18.4

If "Yes", please answer the followings Appeals
procedures met

Set forth in writing......0..........,....... 1.9 1.9 1.0
Readily available to candidates in writing 1.0 1.9 0
Not in writing 00000000000110000000111000 18.4 12.5 10.7
No 707 83.7 88.4

22. An active search for candidates is made with.
in a radius of appromAnntelys25 silas 6.8 2.9 1.9
50 miles.e004 7.8 408 2.9
100 elles 22.3 14.4 10.7
300 111111011. 'es s o 30.1 31.7 16.3500 Odlies*es 14.6 17.3 30.1
1000 miles... 44111 9.6 13.5
over 1000 nildm-- 9.7 17.3 18.4
Noresponim.10 1.9 1.9 3.9

23. Of the number of teachers selected yearly,
what is the approminate pelmet that come from
outside a 23 mile radius of your aft.' system?

0.1 ............. 4.6 1.0 1.9
........ 4.8 0 0

5.91*.f...0e....... 8.7 2.9 3.9
.............. 1047 5.8 1.9

3.8 6.7 3.9
...........e. 9.7 2.9 2.9

7.8 67 6.8
14.6 1444 16.5

40% end 118411014 33.0 3360 60.2
No 0100041000.4111p 0 1.9 1.9

(Table continued en next page)
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TAXA 8 (continued)

Teacher Selection Rate

I t e Low Medium High

(N 103) (N me 104) (N 1m 103)

24. Of the number of teachers selected yearly,
what is gpproximate percent that were ob.
tamped se a result ofd t u t out.
aids 4 LI idle radius of your school system?

0 Perceet...0........e.g........s.rns 11.6 3.8 3.814%. 11.6 6.7 1.947.. 12.6 3.8 3.954%. 6.8 7.7 3.810.1420******4 14.6 9.6 12.6
150111/1 8.7 607 8
20002470,6.00,400O00404PO40.41400O 2.9 8.6 8.72549%. 4.8 10.6 14.6
30% and OVIIINoluomeososeosimofoloce 20.4 34.6 34.0
NO reeposmi 5.8 7.7 3.9

25. Is a candidate required to give evidenoe of
state certification for a position for which
he is being considered?

161804141.0O0000Om0000O1O0.091000000 93.2 86.5 76.7
140,01000/1140114,410104414,9110000104,0,00400 4.8 13.5 21.4
No roop0000.w 0 0 1.9

26. Do you request that you be furnished with
copies of transcripts of a candidates pro-
fessional preparation?Tee 83.5 89.4 84.5No 13.6 8.6 13.6No response........ 2.9 1.9

27. a) Do you have an official (or officials) that
administer(s) written examinations to candi-
dates for teaching positions?Yes.. 13.6 2.9 1.9No.. 86.4 96.2 97.1No reepoise0 0 1.0 1.0

(Table continued on next pees)
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TABU 8 (continued)

Item
Teacher Selection Rate

Low Medium High

(N m 103) (N In 104) (N 103)

27. (coat 'd)

b) If your answer to 27a is nee, please
answer the following: The members of the
examining body are selected=

By the Superintendent, without examination....
On the basis of an examination developed by
the school system..

On the basis of a civil service type examdn.
ation...... OOOOO 004,400110000904.21,041000400600os

Othareee,.soosowtoropolostwoo.essoirosibosols000r400to
No

28. If your answer to item 27a is nee, please
answer the following: Which of the following
statements best describes the role of the
examining body in regard to the selection of
teachers?

Administers written examination only..........
Has complete control of all features of the
examination of candidates and the prepar-
ation of eligibility list 0.,040,00000000000400#
Has couplets control of the examination of
candidates, prepares eligibility lists and
administers the pre.amployment investigation.

No TOSpOlMosirsosiroosioseovilserorosogrooloosooms

29. Is a candidate permitted to apply the passing
parts of previous exasdnations which he
failed, to a current examination for the same
license?

Yes.........................................
NO000044.11.0041001110414oest$01000400.00,0041000000
No

2.9 2.9 1.0

0 1.0

1.0 1.0 1.0
6.8 0 1.0

58.4 96.2 97.1

6.8 1.0 1.0

1.9 0 0

3.9 2.9 1.0
87.4 06.2 98.1

3.9 1.0 0
6.8 3.8 2.9
89.3 95.2 97.1

(Table continued on next page)
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30. Have interviewers of candidates hose given
training in the interview process?

Almost always0004.1,464101.611,4"41141041Dip
Usually, Oflo0041904,04Deso00904DellemOve0404.
About half the time..s......................do,
Occasiomally..*
Almost11SOOr4...
No reapenee..,

31. Haw much time is generally allotted for each

5 110Jeatee, ellP 0* ******** bessolio 4.-010 OdOOtOOe0000estpose
15minutes
204.30 minutes..............,,,,,,m,.....140
30-43 minutes...,.. 4046484044100004,0401,000******
43.60 stages

.0.1.,...1.4..,....,............,....,,,
over 1 hour...........................m.......
NO reOPOU01604,40.#4,rnsoofprno..,...........r,0

32. How many classroom Observations are *Amorally
made of a candidate?

0 Orneees0000414.00se001100111
1 ver04,0000041,604100041004palpe4000000
2 4040.001000040011004,
3 ,..,.................t......e.....,.,....
more than 3 404o0,00010410,0000400410000
No rOOPO000o.004,0,000001011411/000**60410

33. Is the selection process articulated with the
senior year is Teaches-Training institutions
so that prospective teachers can enter regular
teaching positions upon graduation or very
shortly thereafter?

Yes............ .......................«....,
Nogip...,,,,,,,,,,,....,......
Noresposee

A-28

Teacher Selection Rate

Low Medium High

103) (N 'al 104) (N -103)

35.9 38.5 39.8
24.3 25.0 29.1
2.9 0 1.9
16.5 14.4 12.6
14,6 18.3 13.6
5.8 3.8 2.9

0 0 0
0 2.9 1.0
14.6 3.8 8.7
48.5 56.7 60.2
23.3 23.1 21.4
2.9 6.7 5.8
7.8 2.9 1.0
2.9 3.8 1.9

S1.5 64.4 62.1
23.3 22.1 16.5
8.7 2.9 6.8
3,9 0 0
1.9 1,9 1.0

10.7 8.7 13.6

92.2 94.2 92,2
6.8 4.8 5.8
1.0 1.0 1.9

(Table. continued on next page)
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TABU 9

Pereemease of Soh's" Spam* Sigh Lew* Medium et Nish
Teachera Pupil Indexes Mich Responded to

Spain* item of the Teichar Selection Questionnaire

Teacherjupil Index

I t e m Low Medium Nish

(X 106) (X 107) (M 106)

1. An analysis of existing staff resources is made
in terns oft

Ase1...................................1....40. 72.6 63.6 63.2
Amount of professional propezationo............ 4.0 77.6 78.3
Amount of teaching experience........,,......... 79.2 73.8 74.3
Special skills................................. 63.2 57.0 53.8
Other..............i.........*.................. 20.8 1509 13.2If a staff analysis Is not made, check this
altermstive................................... 11.3 1.606 17.0MO respoosea.................................., 308 3.7 208

20 Data regarding individual staff members are
emintained by means oft

Pereonnel folds?*
ose0.11000siopopeo.01.411.0spolosoioe 9702 92.5 96.2

MIN or other data processing system..,......... 33.0 17.7 36.8/Wee Coardimes0.0000 34.0 MA 50.0Osier........... ..............................p 3.7 .467 6.6
Data on existing staff reeources are not main
tained........................................
Ns Imarocal6...................................

3. a) Are job descriptions generally prepared for
teaching veleanciest

0
0.9

1.9
3.7

0
0

Yee.........................c.................. 25.3 16.8 27.4
Mco,............................................. 71.7 81.3 69.8No mapotss....................................

b) Do you use specific job description forme
in your system'

2.8 1.9 2.8

Yes................................. .......... 5.7 3.7 5.7
NO1poolooaeo,001",410,100,00,1,e,,....,00opowyeees41. 89.6 93.5 90.6

1to reeponee.................................... 4.7 2,8 3.8
:

i

1

..--

Motet It or *itch the sue of all exceeds 100% are those on i

which the respondents save mere t ow e response.
i

allo response was sive se any alternates of the questionnaire item.

(Tails continued on matt pass)

1.
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TAILS (ommitinued)

Teachsm.Pupil Index

/t em Low Medium High

106) (X 107) (I4 01 106)

(cont'd)

c) If your rawer to 3a or 3b is 'Tee, which
pieces of inforastion are typically included
in the Job descriptions/

Grade and/or sUbject to be tausht........ 21.7 15,0 25.5
Characteristics of pup1116... 7.6 4.7 10.4
Amount of professional preparation required.,.. 18.9 15.0 26.4
Specific competencies required............... 17,0 12.2 22.6
Personal oharecteristics desired. 10.4 10.3 9.4
Madan8 certificate required................s. 17.9 16.8 22.6
Physical 'marking coaditicas....,............ 9.4 4.7 13.2
Salary rosee.......... 18.9 13.1 24.5Othsr... 0 0.9 0.9
libreapomes. 76.4 83.2 73.6

4. Which resources are used to recruiting appli.
casts?

Ilmooment bureaus of teachers oolleges. Misr.
al vrts colleges. universities 94.3 96.3 96.2

Civamercial teachers afebelia..............seem, 23.6 32.7 57.6
State Depertammt .f Aducatione......,......0,.. 26.4 39.2 34.9
State TeechersAmmociation................4, 33.0 31.8 26.4
Application sent is voluntarily by applicants.. 97.2 93.5 93,4
Direct recruitment on compuees of teachers
colleges and uaiversities.. 83.0 12.2 90.6
Published announcements of positions to be

fill0400000,00000000400000000000000,0000.00101,0 31.1 39.2 41.5
Otillar00000001040011100008001,00004000040110.000000100000 1.9 3.7 6.6response........ 0 0.9 0

5* a) Do you give 'nominations as part of your
selection process?

a... 1110.0000***0***0.0. 13.2 16.8 764
110........04,01,110101100 4,041,11001owel#400040911.0114,00000111 86.8 83.2 92.4

b) If your answer to 5a is "Yeas. please miaow
the followings Do you issue examimation an
nownoememts for teaching positions?

(Table continued on next peg.)
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TABLE 9 (continued)

Teacher:Pupil Wax

I t ew

3. $) (contid)

Ye80,0041040110000400011004***0044.004000104441,00.1.
MO04106***104.0**oo00006041,10111140.0404.40400,041,
$o reopoosso=4* a ci It 0

c) If your answer to 5b is "Yes", please answer
the following: Examination announcements:

Are given to an applicant at his request....
Are sent to an applicant as a result of a for-
mal application previously filed. .....,

Can be consulted by the applicant on the bul-
letin board of a college or university place=
meat buseau.................,
Can be consulted by the applicant, in whole or
in part, in the public or private school

Can be consulted by the applicant through the
cooperation of some professional organisation
to which the announceemmt has bean sent

Other...it...sm..... 0000 .....,...** oo . oo
No response.......*,.......,.........0

6. ilbat kinds of examinations are normally used in
the selection of teachers?

National teachers exemlnations.........=...
Locally prepared essay questions...............
Locally prepared teat for each subject area....
Teaching performance test for elementary can.
didates....................................**

Psychological or personality examinations or
Immetoriell*******..................*....***

Oral eacamination to discover competence of the
candidate in the area for which he is applying

Speech OKOMilatiOnsee...***.smose...sogro..
Teaching performance test for secondary can-

dicase.****.......,................,.........
Othor........0................
No response..*******

Low Medium High

(N m 106) (M m 107) (N l06)

10.4 11.2 5.7
0 1.9 0.9
89,6 36.9 93.4

7.6 6.5 3.5

8.5 6.5 2.8

7.6 7.5 3.8

6.6 5.6 4.7

3.8 1.9 1.9
0 1.9 0.9
90.6 89.7 95,3

12.3 11.2 5.7
4.7 3.7 1.9
3.8 0.9 1.9

0 0 1.9

0.9 0.9 0.9

9.4 2.8 2.8
1.9 0 0

0 0 1.9
1.9 2 8 0

84.9 84.1 92.4

(Table coinumd on next e)
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TABLE 9 (continued)

Item
TeacherPupil Index

Low Medium High

(N 106) (N 107) (N w 106)

7. Prospective candidates are given information
regarding your system by means of:

A brochure............... 75.5Films111: 8,5
Recruitment officials' statements........ 90.6
Other.... 11.3
No response0........: 4.7

8. a) Do you make teacher selections beyond a 25
mile radius of your school system?

tellosseessosseAssoessefeessessomwoolleolomeoso.

Noresponses0.
95.3
3.8
0.9

b) If your answer to 8s is nees please answer
the followings Which individuals are typically
directly involved in theCselection of teachers
outside a 25 mile radius of your school system?

Superintendent of Schools...acem.. 34.0
.Director of Personnel or member of his staff... 80.2
Principal....., 42.4
Assistant Principal 12.3s

Subject matter specialist other than classroom
teacher...
Supervisor ..........0 It.;
Department chsirean6.6. 5.7
Classroomteacher,. 2.8
Director-of Elementary or Secondary Education.. 25.5
Other........... ............s.................. 8.5
No response....... 5.7

9. a) Do you use an application form in selecting.
teachers?

100.0No....... 0

(Table continued on next page)

7'0.11

2.8 2.8
97.2 93.4
13.1 16.0
1.9 5.7

98.1 94.3
1.9 3.8
0 1.9

38.3 29.2
73.8 74.5
43.9 37.7
14.0 7.6

21.5 16.0
31.8 29.2
11.2 9.4
4.7 2.8
32.7 37.7
6.5 13.2
1.9 6.6

100.0 99.1
0 0.9
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TABLE 9 (confirmed)

Item
TeacherPupil Index

Low Medium High

(N 106) (N 107) (N 106)

9. (coated)

b) If your answer to 9a is "Yee* what kind
of information does your application form
call for?

4P

The position wanted:. 95.3 92.5 -97.2
Personal data e.g., age, marital status..... 99.1 99.1 99.1
Education e.g., institutions attended, major
and minor subjects, degree held.. 100.0 100.0 99.1
Experience e.g., school, position, dates and
other types of. work experience........... 97.2 100.0 98.1

Travel 29.2 27.1 38.7
Statement of interests e.g., dramatics*
musical, athletic, etc', 84.0 92.5 91.5Hefelrences... 93.4 95.3 96.2

11.3 13.1 3.8
No response.....0 0 0 0.9

10. Hollow years of preparation
school graduation are
palatinate as a classroom
the minima number of
each level of teaching.)

Elementary School

beyond high
required for initial ap

teacher? (Indicate
years required after

Years
3.8 2.8 4.7

INNID

3 5.7 2.8 0
4 87.7 90.6 91.5
5 1.9 0 0.9

No responce..... 0.9 3.7 2.8

Junior High School 2 0.9 0 0
3 0.9 0.9 0
4 94.3 95.3 92.4
5 2.8 0.9 4.7

NO response............ 0.9 2.8 2.8

Senior High School 3 0.9 0.9 0
4 81.1 91.1 87.7
5 17.9 6 9.4No resvonse 0 0.9 2.8

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 9 (continued)

Teacherjupil Index

Item Low

106)

Medium High

(N 107) (N se 106).

11. References regarding candidates are usually
requested from:

College or university professors..... 94.3. 90.6 96.2
Former education employers........ 95.3 97.2 98.1
Former noneducational employers.. 49.1 60.8 69.8
Friends of the candidate...4m.. 27.4 28.0 18.9Other.... 15.1 11.2 12.3
References are not used in selecting teachers. 0.9 0 0.9No response................. 1.9 0.9 0

12. Followup of references is usually made by:

Contacting the recommender by telephone....... 66.0 66.4 66.0
Face-to-face interview with recommender....... 18.9 28.0 16.0Further written communication with recommender 61.3 63.6 63.2Other........... 0 0 0References are not followed ..up. 15.1 17.8 14.2No response,

3.8 1.9 3.8

13. Do you require candidates to take a physical
examination?

Tes.......................... 54.7 67.3 61.3No.............. 42.4 33.8 38.7No response.......... 2.8 1.9 0

If "Year, who may give the examination?

The school system physician. .................. 18.9 9,4 18.9A physician approved by the Board of Education 3.8 10.3 8.5Any licensed physician.......,......... 40.6 53.3 50.0An examiner other than a licensed physician... 1.9 0 0No response.
..41.........................4...... 46.2 32.7 36.8

14. Do you interview candidates for appointment to
your school systmea

Yesomis000moodosessomiofess040040,00.1100114,0404140 100.0 100.0 100.0No............. ..s....,....................... 0 0 0

(Table continued on next page)
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Item

A36

Teacher-Pupil Index

Low Medium High

(N as 106) (N IN 107) (N. so 106)

14. (cont'd)

If "Yes ", does one individual interview him or
does a committee interview him?

One
A

If one individual, which one of the followings

Superintandent................................
Director of Personnel or a member of his staff
Director of Elementary or Secondary Education.
Principal '....................................
Assistant
Subject matter specialist other than class-
room teacher........4..........................

Supervisor....................................
Department chairman a .
Classroom teacher... .. ......................
Member of the Board of Education..c...... ......
Other......................................w4..
No responst...................................

If a committee

Superintendent000000000000000000000000000.1000
Director of Personnel or a member of his staff
Director of Elementary or Secondary Education.
Principal pollopeelopeoessitmeoreeeeeseeeelvolvoireas
Assistant Principal...... .....................
Subject matter specialist other than class
room tOschor........1...,.......w............#

Supervis or..... ...............................
Department chairmeniloomeoes***0001,0eiroopflo**
Classroom teacher.............................
Member of the Board of Education.......,.......
Othe r........... ........................n.....

52.0
No response ....a............................... 62.6 43.8

ANIMEINIO=MMINI=MMla

62.6 52.0 43.8
37.4 48.0 56.2

2.6 3.0 1.9
45.2 37.0 32.4
7.0 7.0 3.8
2.6 6.0 7.6
0 0 1.0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 2.0 0
37.4 48.0 56.2

13.0 20.0 15.2
26.1 34.0 37.1
18,3 25.0 31.4
32.2 40.0 44.8
7.8 10.0 6.7

7.8

18,3
13.0
25.0

16.2
17.1

7.8 12.0 20.0
3.5 3.0 5.7
0 0 1.9
4.3 4.8

(Table continued on next page)
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TAILS 9 (oontinued)

Item
Teacherseupil Index

Low Medium Nigh

N 0 106) (N 107) (14 flP 106)

15. Which characteristics of a candidate are
rated by means of an interview?

Ability in the subject matter that the =di
date proposes to teach. 65.1 71.0 79.2
Personal appearance............... 98.1 98.1 98.1Speech... 97.2 99.1 94.3Logical thinking 75.5 73.8 75.5
Went of cultural background 76.4 73.8 79.2
swift of community contacts................. 42.4 45.8 50.0
Attitudes towards his =irk 92.4 92.5 95.3
Intent of outside interests...4.m 011.0800.80 62.3 66.4 68.9
Knowledge of currant affairs......... 42.4 51.4 49.1
Philosophy of oducstion.............. 80.2 87,8 86.8
Potentialities for professional growth*oases.* 77.4 84.1 75.5
Interest in children and/or youth...... 84.9 92.3 92.4
Extent of democratic outlook,...,,............. 44.3 52.3 51.9

14.2 13.1 17.9

16. Which of the following are used in recording
results of interviews of candidates?

Check list ...... .............................. 34.9 21.5 24.5
Rains 36.8 37.4 23.6
rAidto interview" blank8.0.00.00.8.4.0.4000.46. 29.2 27.1 33,0Other.. ........ .......«....................... 11.3 16.8 18.9
Written score of an interview is not made 19.8 15.0 20.8
No 1.9 2.8 3.8

17. Are candidates retabursed for expenses in.
curved in personal interview/

0 0 0.9
3.8 3.7 7.6Nerely.........., 17.0 30.8 24.5

Never................ 76.4 6346 65.1
No 2.8 169 1.9

18. Is a classroom observation of a local candi
date made?

Usually001.1,0110.00.0000008.040004.00..000140.00 6.6 10.3 20.8Sowetimee 32.1 37.4 37.7

(Table continued on next page)
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TAKE 9 (continued)

Item
Teacher-Pupil Index

Low Medium High

(N 106) (N 107) (N 106)

18. (world)

larely..................,
No response40000801,161414ossesesessmosolessiose0041,*

19. Is a classroom observation made of a candi-
date outside of a 25 mile radius of your
school system?UsuallyScescitiWaS
No

20. Are eligibility lists used in the selection
of teachers?

No.................
Noresponse04
If nee, which of the following practices are
in effect in regard to use of eligibility lists?

Lists are rated (candidates are ranked from
highest to lowest within their various
clessifications.),,.........
Lists are unrated (contain the names of spe
proved candidates, with no preferential
rating).....................................

Candidates are given assignment preferences
as * result of higher ranking.
Eligibility lists are made public_....
Appointments are made from the list in
descending order......
Noresponst.

36.8 35.5 26.4
17.0 13.1 11.3
7.5 3.7 3.8

1.9 0.9 1.9
12.3 15.9 23.6
32.1 43.9 34.0
50.0 36.4 38.7
3.8 2.8 1.9

25.5 29.0 15.1
67.9 65.4 82.1
6.6 5.6 2.8

14.2 15.9 7.6

10.4 10.3 6.6

7.6 7.5 4.7
5.7 0.9 3.8

11.3 6,5 8.5
73.6 72.0 83.0

(Table continued on next page)
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TAMA 9 (eontiaued)

Teach.zrPupil Index

Item Low Medium High

(N a 106) (N -' 107) (N NO
21. Are appeals (from the decision of the

selecting authority) comsidered?Yes.0No040
No reepoosea.
If Wee, please answer the following: Appeals
procedures are:

20.8
62.3
17.0

15.0
69.2
1509

11.3
77.4
11.3

Set forth in writing........................ 1.9 1.9 0.9
Readily available to candidates in writing.... 1.9 0 0.9Not inwriting
No response.... 17.9

78.3
13.1
85.1

9.4
88.8

22. An active search for candidates is made within
a radius of approximately:

25 miles... 1.9 4.7 4.750
4110116..411...............m.agroom.40...0... 3.8 5.6 5.7100 miles.

eseeelp000900011,400000000.010040410410000 18.9 19.6 10.4300milas. 25.5 20.6 31.1500 miles............. 19,8 24,3 18.91000miles,. 8.5 11.2 12.3over 1000 miles...... 19.8 11.2 14.2No
rO11,00/041.4tososose.soloos.........0.0.000.41111 1.9 2.8 2.8

23. Of the number of teachers selected yearly,
what is the approximate percent that come from
outside a 25 sidle radius of your school system?

0.1 percent. 1,9 3.7 1.92.4%......... 1.9 1.9 0.95.9%.
6.6 4.7 4.710.14%.
6.6 4.7 6.6

15492ms.0000410.....o......gooloseeiroollossoloolso, 4.7 3.7 7.$
20.24%.....o..mooloomilssoomoolposo 1.9 5.6 7.6
25+29Loy......e...otoe...0.4ApoosseoliPooaore. 12.3 6.5 4.7
30592..sorfootoolsolooliSee..oo. 14.2 15.9 17.040% and over 46.2 52.3 49.1No response

00,01000*0,11.01000,0484/0000.9900150,0Pal 3,8 0.9 0

(Table continued on next page)
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1111.141111Mai

Item
Teacherjupil Index

SIMOMMINININNI111=111111PW.

Low Medium High

(X 0 106) (N 0, 107) (N 106)

24. Of the number of teachers selected yearly,
what is approximate percent that were ob
tamed as a result of dirIct pqmitmeat out

a 25 mile radius of your school system?

0
102701, 0eisso00000......0.6.041041.0.0000460
3474,00,,1100000000*0000000046000O01160111000000
5.9%. .000411.0.4ofoolobliosolie#0,4p0,0000401111110.14%.0 6.6

6.6
2.8
4.7
17.0

6.5
9.4
5,6
4.7
9.4

7.6
5.7
11.3
10.4

11.3
1543/40.0.000000,001,0060m000,0e4,0441016,00410 5.7 10.3 8.5
20-24% ofaillesimilembircovesipeo0001,11oeloogro000111101,011 7.6 6.5 5.72541029115 12,3 11.2 7.6
30% and over...... 29.2 29.0 29.2
No response

00,11000000000000.46041,41000400004610

7.6 7.5 2.8

25. Is a candidate required to give evidence of
state certification for a position for which
he is being considered?

141165 515 0060400$000,0000111.000410 82.1 87.8 87.7
NO00,000500.0000000,41060005050000eS004009 16.0 12.2 12.3
No response................... 1.9 0 0

26. Do you request that you be furnished with
copies of transcripts of a candidate's pro.
Tensional preparation?

16111.0040.000000000004,0,0.84040090,00.0.0o0.0000 75.5 89.7 91.5
N00.00000000100400090**0000,09000,00,1000000(64100 19.8 10.3 6.6
No response0 0400000000000,000000,000,4100,0041 4.7 0 1.9

21. a) Do you have an official (or officials) that
administer(s) written examinations to candi.
dates for teaching positions?

Yess50o,164,500411000111000Meibil 8.5 6.5 4.7
NOopfpeolloopoorsoolpospolosysOorooloolloO0Ors*Orefoologisto 90.6 92.5 95.3
No rosPooso.01000 0.9 0.9 0

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE (continued)

Item
Teacher-Pupil Index

Low Medium High

(N 106) (N m 107) (N m 106)

27. (conttd)

b) If your answer to 27s is nee, please
answer the following: The members of the
examining body are selected:

By the Superintendent, without examination....
In the basis of an examination developed by
the school system................,...........
On the basis of a civil service los examin..

ation..................,...........k...i.*.4...
Other.......... ..............................
No response..............................,....

28. If your answer to item 27a is nee, please
answer the following: Whichoof the following
statements best describes the role of the
examining body in regard to the selectipn of
teachers?

Administers written examination only........
Has complete control of all features of the
examination of candidates and the preparation
of eligibility lists..........
Has complete control'of the examination of
candidates, prepares eligibility lists and
administers the pre-employment investigation.

No

29. Is a candidate permitted to apply the passing
parts of a previous examination, which he
failed, to a current examination for the same
license?

11050.000.000400.00000110414.04,0000411100.."0900.0100*
1101,001111000oornip01104,41414,o0410 OOOO 104,vollo.oloore041.041
No response

--#0.001006410W11,000011114190**41000001,01.4

30. Have interviewers of candidates been given
training in the interview process?

Almost always.................................

3.8 2.8 0

1.9 0.9 0

1.9 0 1.9
3.8 2.8 1.9

90.6 93.5 96.2

2.8 4.7 0.9

1,9 0 0

4.7 1.9 2.8
90.6 93.5 96.2

3.8 0.9 0.9
5.7 5.6 2.8

90.6 93.5 96.2

42.4 43.0 27.4

(Table continued on next page)
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Tau f (coatiautd)

Teacher-Pupil Index

Item Low Medium High

(N 106) (N 107) (N m 106)

30, (cont'd)

Usually....................................... 23.6 25.2 30.2About half the time 2.8 2.8 0
Occasionally........................... 13.2 14.0 16,0
Almost never

0.0041001140004,omo011,01,041000.0004160110 14.2 13.1 19.8
No response

oloOmiller04114,0,0400000001100001101,00110,000 3.8 1.9 6.6

31, How much time is generally allotted for each
Interview?

5 minutes......,.......................... 0 0 0
10 minutes. .........................(.... 1.9 1.9 0.9
15 minutes.................. 8,5 15.0 2.8
2030 minutea.........0................ ***** .1, 57.6 57,0 50.0
30.45 minutes.........,.......,............... 17.9 16.8 34.0
45 -60 minwtes................................. 5.7 3,7 6,6
over 1 hour..........................,........ 2.8 4.7 4.7No response............................ 5.6 0.9 0.9

32. How many classroom observations are generally
made of a candidate?

0
loosillimipoiso01100.41041041,11001111,1009004,001000410 airio*Iio

1 sollosedielogibms001,004,4,000000yo*O00,001104100se040
2 0..,..41,00,....4,.......90,....,...
3 pso041.0.011.000.410000000,00rno0040,00,1101110,00

63,2

17.9
5.7

0

62.6

15.0
7,5

1.9

MO
28,3
5.7
1.9

more than 3 ...............,..,"...0.....00....4, 1.9 0 3.8
No response....................,..,.. 11.3 13.1 9.4

33. Is the selection process articulated with the
senior year in. Teacher-Training institutions
so that prospective teachers ,fin. enter regular
teaching positions upon graduation or very
shortly thereafter?

#0...,,.,04. 92,4 94,4 92,4
NO06.0..0006,010.0100001101.010***0000,110. 00041t 5.7 4.7 6.6No responss..,0,....,.....,sepos.,0) 1.9 0.9 0.9

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 9 (continued)

It em
Teacher-Pupil Index

Low Medium High

N 106) (N 107) (N m 106)

34. By which month are most candidates who will

0
0.9

0
0.9

0
1.9

assume their positions in September notified
of their selection?

January00000.0000.00.0000000.00000000o000000000
February ................................ OOOOO .
Merch...........................,............. 4.7 4.7 4.7
April. 0,00,000000,00000000000,00.000.0000000.0 14,2 20.6 17.9
May0,000,0000,000,000,,e0m.000,00.0,00.0 34.0 319 39.6
June00.0.00.0,00.0,,000000000000.00,000.0,,,e0 23.6 25.2 19.8
July.,........................................ 17.9 13.1 9.4
August. ...........,........................... 2.8 0.9 1.9
NO response...................... OOOOO ........ 1.9 2.8 4.7

350 limiriany times may a candidate decline an al,.
pointment before he is removed from further
consideration for any future appointments?

0 ...:11,0..,......0,........N.s...,............. 2.8 3.7 7.6
1 .......,......1..........**0................9,... 22.6 21.5 28.3
2 ...iipmd....p...4..w.......... ** . ** a * of *** ...,. 10.4 13.1 16.0
3 0.."0....0.00.0 ***** esio0.0.0.00.000.00......0 4.7 0.9 3.8
Unlimited number of ..times.... ,...,_ OOOOO ...pm,. 30.2 34.6 23.6
Other. ....................,....,..,...,....,,, 17.9 20.6 13.2
No response... .,... **** .,.11....,40,.....,........ 11.3 5.6 7.6

I



TABLE 10

Responses to the Alternative nothern on
Items of the Teacher Selection Questionnaire

(N 320)

orossommem-orrmw AMII.=1111M4

Item No. Response
Imm,

N

1, An analysis of existing staff resources is made in terms of

Personality............ *..
Institution where training was obtained..........,.....
Certification (type and field). OOOOO osi0411,04Ao+williposespolp
Special interests.......

00**0000000,0000**00000100000006

12
7

3

4
4

Salary.................... 00000000000000000000*******0000 4
Marital status, 0000000809* 4100040/1000000000***0000000000000 1
Professional attitude... **00008000000000********000 2
Geographic area........... 000000000004000000000010,0**000 1
Physical fitness...,....., 00****00000000000000000**0100000 1
No. hours in subject area. 0b0mq*****04000000000***00000 3.
Special minors. 0.00000000. olo0oosoo0e,04pools OOOOOO se******00* 1
Quality of teaching expertenCee100100100 0O,M*Ornakosois0,40 1
Subjects and grades taught

4104poofolloastopsoirs04001,0001r posi 1.

Potential for professional growth0000 OOOOO 60.00000090090 2
Grade on NTE...,.. OO . OO 00000000 ***** 000.000000000000 3.
Misassignment. ............ 0000000000000,0000,0***0000000
Year of retirement

1
Teaching load 000000000000000000,9001900000000000000000 1
Type of contract.,

.......................................
Willingness to accept a reasonable extracurricular

Teaching experience insyst 3
Data regarding individual staff members are maintained by
means oft

Kardex file...
6

Rotary file..
1

Visible card file000**0000000000**00000000000000000 000 1Tray Mem,.
........................................... 1

McBee card
6

Special forms0.s 50 * *** irswevesippeolromp000se..00000,0004 1
Interest inventory relative to personnel work**00.0000000 1
Permanent record____..........,.... * * 008000000000000040000. 3
Reference forma *

2
License cards

...............................,.....,,..,
Payroll listing by school and department/salary cards. *00 5
Eligibility assignment record000000000000000900000000 000 1
Information sheets..........

000009090800000,000000000 000 2
Election list00000#0000.800000 0.000,00000000000000000000 *00 1

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 10 (continued)

Item No. Response N

3. c) If job descriptions are generally prepared, which pieces
of information are typically included?

Information about community (objectives, character
istics, resources, cost of living, etc.)......... ....... 3

GS 1
Curriculum content. ...................................... 1
Special agtivities to be sponsored..... .................. 1

4. Which resources are used in recruiting applicants?

111.1="470,6;:m...wita at ifiaUto.. CIADVICL * 11, Or 1012piobil a

cimpAs..tvmm. agtviCC

Stets emptcynent tiervIte

r(nme: 00000000000000
c;uetectun sit teacners etacement Service

Advertisements in rrofessional
0^C^molok .

osi4. OU4010.4 44.01beifO4lopii0.0000.0

(1(

3

000*** o *
Voluntary applications, moromeemooloseeemose.........
Recruitment material sent to potential applicants........
District/area listings's..
Correspondence....
Personal visits tc educational departments of colleges...
Personal visits to college deans.
Special mailing lists

001110.111.0000000000000001119,0***0000rn
Private teacher agencies......,..........,...........
At conferences (e.g., ASCD).. ............................

5. c) Examination announcements are:

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

Placed in newspapers.
..................,.......0......... I

Placed in newslmedia..
................................... 2

Sent to 150 colleges and universities...". .............. 1

6 What kinds of examinations are normally used in the
selection of teachers?

GRE
2

Commercially available tests (reading, arithmetic, .

English usage)
1

PraCtioal examinations where 1
Physical examinations (hearing tests) 1
Locally prepared psychological/personality examinations. 1

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 10 (continued)

Item No. Response
,..Meta...- 10110111111k

N

3. c) If job descriptions are generally prepared, which pieces
of information are typically included?

Information about community (objectives, character.
istics, resources, cost of living, etc.)... 01000.00110.0100 3

GS
Curriculum content.......................................
Special activities to be sponsored... ....................

4. Which resources are used in recruiting applicants?

cstntittt tit

,;,====-4=tzaz- a itstta.:04.0,111.110110,1111.*bilt,
1140* 'We ita,r4f Lioe."

ANIVICC
Stet,' employnett !(rune

INS$84141404te

0,,,, it, ,e

40Irret cias8mote800040.0.00.0 00000 00.0 0000000000 0. 00000 0.0.
rtuelimion at teacners riacement Service". 0 o oo e40

Advertisements in Professional magezines......... oo ooDowersl. .aall
ak.Aew 4e4ia0wik 44014,06 '6440ULifaeleas000.0.4 00000 00.0090.0

Voluntary applications.
041041.00110.000.00008.000.0.00.0114,40010

Recruitment material sent to potential applicants........ 1
District/area listings_................................... 1
Correspondence."... ..................................... 1
Personal visits tv educational departments of colleges... 2
Personal visits to college deans.... ....;...,............ 1
Special mailing lists............. ...........)........... 1
Private teacher agencies... .............................. 1
At conferences (e.g., ASCD). ............................. 1

1
1
1

tK'

3

5. c) Examination announcements are:

Placed in newspapers...
........................0.........

Placed in news-media....
.................................

Sent to 150 colleges and universities. ...................

What kinds of examinations are normally used in the
selection of teachers?

GRE aptitude.................
Commercially available tests
English usage).
*WI0000111400011.1141000001110000111

0.000.000411.6000.0.011.0000...
(reading, arithmetic,

60001000000*00000000008041000
00*00.000,00000000411100000006

Pra6tical examinations where warranted...................
Physical examinations (hearing testa)..........
Locally prepared psychological/personality examinations..

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 10 (continued)

Item No. Response N

9. b) (contld)

Present salary.............
Avocational interests.
Reasons for teaching.......
Autobiography
Medical certificate0.400000
Student teaching assignment
Police record (statement of

0,111
4,111,00.4)414,041,410000.110000000.0000

00O000,000000411.000000
0.00,100.0.010.0000000,11104
MOS00000000000000
1600.00.0000000*M0000016,00
84800410004110,11.00040001140.0
violation of federalistate

laws).11.00.01,00000000,400000,400**01110000401100 ** OO 01000000
Major and minor teaching fields...
Philosophy courses currently enrolled
Extracurricular activities....

0000000.21000se'0,04110041.11.0410
Wit4140101.3,-, ),E'M a lY tiV *dr E +64/404000011111$ **at*** I 1441F"..4,, %. 4 *.mbok

cu 4.. tau 1040 foirweefet
fa

1-3arding candidates are ufluelly requested from:

ultege placement office
Supervisor of student teaching (critic teacher .... OOOOO 22
Ministex

3
Community leaders unrelated to candidate. ..... ********* 3
Social worker... 410.641140104,,, OOOOO fosf000*004141410seofb001,41,0414 1
Two responsible persons other than family 1
Credit agencies.... 2
Master teacher

1

1

1

2

3

4

1,

1

19

14. Which one individual interviews candidate?

4

Assistant Superintendent..
27
2

2

Director of Instruction..
Director of Special Services.
Director of Student Personnel and Guidance. 00411410.....110,41 1

Which individuals serve on the interview committee?

Board of Examiners.
064pornefloOiese00.00oolooefloOMII00000/*0

Assistant Superintendent
Member of Curriculum Department..
Deputy Superintendent

.411410.04110m40414100.410.114140o0o0410180.44111100,
Assistant Director of Personnel...
Recruiter

000004,0A04141041011100wwil#00,011,0***000.0041**001,4,414,00
Varies....

004140041111110M00*0040010600**00100040.41,0,00000.00

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 10 (continued)

Item No. Response

A.48

04-0i110***

15. Which characteristics of a candidate are rated by means of
an interview?

Health (evidence 00....141.90...,.............*. 4,4,..m 3
Emotional stabiltty

oliwistiolog000ssolit000soolsoiresoodloosomooto 6
Personality..410.....0..404111.4.....s..s..rnmes....., 6
Discipline, potential for understanding000444,4141104000000040 2
Ability to establish rapport .....40,...,....,41....4*, 5

Enthuslasmrnsmolip....41.4rno..............ss... 2
Scholarship

.0,..e.,#*.,...$4,4,41.91,41.10.1,.104,..10,,....41,4001, 2
Understandidg of teaching techniques...., 3
Reasons for teaching.....1.4p.................... 4
Suitability to ttt Ulto emOmnrmRlit,:24.4#,4.1,,,Jkws,** -'

, .....owlet:It os

.4.6.4.04 ciao Anowsittisa of currenC educational research
and experimemtal programs ,,p.i,,. ***

Fault f v ---..o.rprfi

Types of professional teaching experience 1

.4cuessaunaL
Attitude tovArd pr*vious

2
c7^^!:" ::mpostalicluo ows.m. art)..................
Intelligence (mental alertness)* ************************* 3
Attitude toward supervisory help*****. 00e1,110410414104110416011111 1
Attitudes toward working with different racial and
socio- economic groups*** v******************************* 2

Teaching ability in subject matter candidate proposes
to teach.

00.01/0011141.00.40.00000.000000..0000000.041100011,0*Of 1
Knowledge of child growth and development**. ************. 2

16. Which of the following are used in recording results on
interviews of candidates?

Memorandum of interview is written***** ****************** 24
Notes are made on the application form.......,.........., 16
Personal interests inventory and profile sheet.........., 2Interview.cards* ***************************************** 3
Written 108satoptoistrirmotroweesto...41440..............**** 1
Evaluation sheet.

.0041110,00,410411010*01.000000.0i00414000200.00.0 1
Tape recorder...m.00p.

..,0,...«.000.1..40...,0......,.....0. 1

(Table continued on next page)

eft
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TAMS 10 (continued)

Item No. Response

27. b) Members of the examining body are selected:

by State Department of
by Assistant Director of Personnel. OOOOO 2
Chief examiner is selected by an estsblished process;
members of his board by nomination to Superintendent
and Board of RA--LICAtiMpikilesevelweeoweworefidosit'oesewoofbe

N

1

35. How many tuna my a ogataikte 4*atm,Wo *990410M4Wt4^
-,141, Mari .f.rm.tsmosiikumr.444v#46.4.4*,%,,.. Ameafill101014101"9111,;

depends on reasons.... 19
Unlimiteat as long as candidate is within time 1ireirgro.

yasiss/IDstesoosessootsoesseosteostbsoopaeoboe. 4
Depends on circumstances (T.Alit7 of applicant and/ornoseil

12
No policy illotists0,......11.41.i.4.......40..... 27Candidate is removed by own request...rnm.. 2
Temporary teachers are dropped as candidates if they
refuse Initial appointment; probationary candidates
drop to the bottom of the rated and ranked list..



APPIIX

List of School Systems Included in Study

nasal (3,000 or more tsichars) MARYLAJID

CALIPOItNIA

Los Angeles
San Diego
San Prancisco

DISTRICT CV COLUMBIA

.*411.1214.400'14.-

Dads Co** Miami
Duval Co., Jacksonville
Hillsborough Co., Tampa

GRORGIA

Atlanta

HAWAII, STATE OP

ILLINOIS

Chicago

INDIANA

Indianapolis

LOUISIANA

New Orleans

Baltimore
Baltimore Co., Towson
Montgomery Co., Rockville
Prince Georges Co.

MASSACHUSIMS

*X404.
. /.

MICRWAN

.̂.411W0,100%

MISSOURI

St. Louis

NEW YORK

OHIO

Haw York

Columbus

PENNSYLVANIA

Philadelphia

TENNESSEE

Memphis

TEXAS

Dallas
Houston

Al

Sal

d. '4. 1; 04111/W..



Stratum 1 (contd)

WASHINGTON

Seattle

WISCONSIN

Milwaukee

Stratum 2 (1,400-2,999 teachers)

AT 09, Asua

Irsew-vo

Birmingham

111

Jefferson Co Cale., Rizmir ksilham)

ARIZONA

Tucson

CALIFORNIA

Long Beach
Oakland
Sacramento

San Juan District
Fresno

MCItA130

Jefferson Co., Lakewood

FLORIDA

Broward Co., Ft. Lauderdale
Orang. Co., Orlando
Pinellas Co., Clearwater
Rambla Co., Pensacola
Palm Beach Co.
Polk Co., Bartow'

B.2

INDIANA

IOWA

Gary

Des Mo.aes

KAMM

Wichita

KENTUCKY

Jefferson Co. (excl. Louisville)

TnIITCTAMA

Caddo Parish. Shrevevort
East Baton Rouge, Parish

MARYLAND

Anne Arundel Co.

MINNESOTA

Minneapolis
St. Paul

MISSOURI

Kansas City

NEBRASKA

Omaha

NEW JERSEY

Newark



Stratum 2 (cont'd)

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque

VIRGINIA

Fairfax Co.
Norfolk
Richmond

NEW YORK TENNESSEE

Buffalo
Rochester

NORTH CAROLINA

OHIO,

Le .7* %! tinitikass,

AvAito.p.st 44,41,
'

Akron

Davidson Co.

UTAH

rroAN,4r444.144e!",,.#

'enr*

-r

Aanswna Co.. Charlasann

Dayton
Toledo Stratum 3 (8OO.1, 399 teachers)

OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma City

OREGON

Portland

PENNSYLVANIA

Pittsburgh

SOUTH CAROLINA

ALABAMA

Montgomery Co.

AR I7.0NA.

Scottsdale Dist., Phoenix

ARKANSAS

Little Rock

CALIFORNIA

Mt. Diablo, Concord
Greenville Co. Pasadena

Richmond
Son Bernardino

TEXAS San Jose
Torrance

El Paso Riverside
Fort Worth
San Antonio
Austin COLORADO
Corpus Christi

Pueblo

B.3

1



Stratum 3 (cont'd)

CONNECTICUT

Hartford
Now Haven

nza LOA

Brevard Co., Titusville
VoluFsia Co.

GEORGIA

4110 "1104.0f

Cobb Co.

Ahlacosio Co., Columbus
Chatham Co", Savannah

ILLINOIS

Rockford
Decatur
Springfield

INDIANA

Vigo Co.* Terre Haute
Evansvill*
Fort Wayne
Hammond
South Band

Cedar Rapids
Sioux City

KANSAS

Topeka

LOUISIANA

Calcasieu Parish
Rapid's Parish* Alexandria
St. Landry Parish, Chalmette

MASSACHUSETTS

Springfield
Worcester

MICHIGAN

Dearborn
Itl int.
Grand Rapids
Lansing
Livonia
Pontiac

. 4./

.!,/^m40WWMPle~giamftiglawY"

MINNESOTA

Duluth

Vai4.1 Ada 4 s..rr I.

Jackson

MISSOURI

Springfield

NEBRASKA

Lincoln

NEVADA

Wash's Co.* Reno

NEW JERSEY

Jersey City

HEW' YORK

Niagara Falls
Kenmore
Syracuse
Yonkers

B4

4



Stratum 3 (cont'd)

NORTH CAROLINA

OHIO

Greensboro
Guilford Co.

Youngstown
Canton

PENNSYLVANIA

LSLAtiv

Providence

SOUTH CAROLINA

Columbia

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga
Hamilton Co.
Knoxville
Nashville
Shelby Co.

TEXAS

Amarillo
Lubbock
Pasadena
Spring Branch Diet. Houston

VIRGINIA

Henries Co., Richmond
Virginia Beach
Chesapeake Schs Great Bridge
Portsmouth

WASHINGTON

Spokane
Tacoma
HighlIne

WEST VIRGIN/A

Csbell Co., Huntington
Raleigh Co., Beckley

WISCONSIN

eroaistta,

B -5

ogipp 1.00.41. 01....

# 14^^ 7n -No

CALIFORNIA

Berkeley
Downey
Glendale
Montebello
Palo Alto
Santa Ana

COLORADO

Boulder Valley, Boulder

CONNECTICUT

Stamford

DELAWARE

Wilmington

FLORIDA

Alachua Co Gainesville

I



Stratum 4 (contfd)

IDAHO

Boise

ILLINOIS

IOWA

East St, Louis
Peoria

Davenuort

KANSAS

Kansas City

KENTUCKY

Fayette Co., Lexington
Pike Co., Pikesville

LOUISIANA

Lafayette Parish
Ouachita Parish

MARYLAND

Allegany Co., Cumberland
Frederick Co.
Harford Co., Bel Air
Washington Co., Hagerstown

MASSACHUSETTS

New Bedford
Newton
Quincy

MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor
Kalamazoo
Royal Oak

MINNESOTA

Robbinadale

NEW JERSEY

Camden
Elizabeth
Trenton
4oudbridge Twp.

NEW YORK

mOgr.,-.0v

Nickuviilt
Levittown
New Rochelle

Valley Stream

NORTH CAROLINA

OHIO

Buncombe Co.
Cumberland Co.
Gaston Co.
Johnston Co., Smithfield
New Hanover Co., Wilmington
Raleigh
Wake Co,

Parma
Sprinafield

OREGON

Eugene
Salem

PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown
Reading
Scranton

B.06



1

B.7

Stratum .4 (vont lid) Stratum 5 (400.599 teachers)

RHODE ISLAND ALABAMA

Warwick Baldwin Co., Bay Minette
Calhoun Co.
Tuscaloosa

SOUTH CAROLINA

Cooper River, No. Charleston
Horry Co., Conway

SOUTH DAKOTA

TENNPSFY.

&C.A./1J

UTAH

1.1

Sullivan Co.

Abilene
Beaumont
Midland
Port Arthur
Wichita Falls

Davis Co.
Ogden

VIRGINIA

Alexandria
Hampton
Roanoke

WASHINGTON

Edmonds

WEST VIRGINIA

Logan Co.
Wood Co., Parkersburg

ALASKA

Anchorage

ARKANSAS

*4-vor 4+w

CALM:1041A

Bellflower
Covina Valley, Disc. Covina
Monterey
Pomona
Santa Monica
West Covina

COLORADO

Adams, Arapahoe Dist.
Adams Co.

CONNECTICUT

New Britain
Norwalk
West Hartford

FLCR IDA

Bay Co., Panama City
Lake Co., Tavares
Le* Co., Ft. Myers
Manatee Co., Bradenton
Marion Co., Ocala
Sarasota Co.
Seminal* Co., Sanford
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TABLE 10 (continued)

Item No. Response

3. c) If job descriptions are generally prepared, which pieces
of information are typically included?

Information about consunity (objectives, character.
istica, resources, cost of living, etc.) 3
GS rating 1
Curriculum cont t 1
Special activities to be sponsored 1

4. Which resources ere used in recruiting applicants?

41

5. 0)

5t eta emote-point servile

.nimer niassmeneS
.suoint.ton ot iseensto [!stamen service

Advertieemenre in rofenional
-- -

.

Voluntary apptications
Recruitment material sent to potential applicants
District/area listing*
Correspond
Personal visits to educational departments of colleges
Personal visits to college deans
Special mailing lists
Private teacher ',Beni
At conferences (e.g., ASCD)

Examination announcements are:

Placed in newspapers
Placed in news media
Sant to 150 colleges and universities

6, What kinds of examination. are normally used in the
selection of teachers?

teE /notated

Congenially available tests (reading, arithmetic,
English usage)
WWI
Pradtical ex/imitation. Mare warranted
Physical examinatione (hearing tests)
Locally prepared psycholosical/personality eacersinetions

(Table continued on next page)

1

1

2

1

2
1
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TABLE 10 (continued)

Item No. Response

7. Prospective candidates are given information regarding
your system by mane oft

4.47

TABLE 10 (continued)

Item No. Response .

9. b) (contend)

Present salary 1
Avocational interest 1
Reasons for teaching 1
Autobiography 2
Medical certificate 3
Student teaching assignments 4
Police record (statement of violation of federal/state
laws)

5
Major end minor teaching field 1
Philoeophy courses currently enrolled in 1
Extra.curricular activiti 1
tace..,..v......., .......................

Letters (correspondence)
15

Album of photograph*
Chamber of mamma brochure
Personal visits (in person recruitment)

7

4
EI

Phone call.
4

Board of Education publication 3
Slides Of schools (viegmester)

3
Salary sohadul

6
Orally during interviews 7
,&unets tbO11.4.,

:ret': contacts

Job description
lniormarinn .flare

6
Superintendent's annual report

5. b) If teacher selection is made beyond 25 mile radio. of
school system, which Individual. are typically involved?

Aesistaut (deputy) superintendent 28
Coordinator of elementary/secondary education
Director of special cervices

2

1 14.Director of instruction
1Board of Examiners and staff 2

Directors of various departgan 1

9. b) What kind of information does your application form call foil
Military experience

19
Social eecurity number

3Photograph
4

Statemit or pnilosophy
10

Certification Mates (kind of teaching certificate) 20Profeseimal organieetio
4Number of booke in personel library 2

Health statue
4Honors and awards
1Publications
1Score on STE.
1Loyalty oath
4College transcripts
3

(Table continued on next page)

,rdins candidates One usually re4usets,i iron.

...sego placement office
Supervisor of student teaching (critic nether)
.iiniatet

3
Community leaders unrelated to candidat 3
Social worker , 1
Two responsible tenons other than family 1
Credit agencies 2
Mester teacher 4

19

22

Which one individual interviews candidate/

Assistant Superintendent 27
Director of Instruction 2
Director of Special Services 2
Director of Student Personnel and Guidance 1

Which individuals serve on the interview committee?

Board of Examiners
4

Assistant Superintendent 3
Member of Curriculum Department 1
Deputy Superintendent 1
Assistant Director of Personnel

I
Recruiter

I
Varies

9

(Table continued on next page)
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TABLE 10 (Continued)

Item No. Response N

15. Which characteristics of candidate ere rated by means of
en interview!

Health (evidence of) 3
Emotional stability 6
Personality 6
Discipline, ',Montle! for understanding 2
Ability to establish rapport 5
Enthusiasm 2
Scholarship 2
Understanding of teaching technique. 3
Reasons for teaching

Suitability to fit Into ansimerearr.,&,....v
4- ....0 nnotraNise 4. current causation.' research

end expertromat programs
1

Types of professional teaching expert i

..o.sesionst no3actives 1
Attitude tounrd previous positions 2

ioMpltratian. ........, ..., 0.01 1
Intelligence (mantel elartneea) 3
Attitude toward euperviory help 1
Attitudes town working with different racial end
socio.econom1c groups 2

Teaching ability in subject matter candidate proposes
It

1
Knowledge of child growth and development 2

16. Which of the following are used in recording reeults on
interviews of candidates?

Memorandum of interview is writte 24
Note. are nada on the application fore 16
Personal interests inventory and profile sheet 2
Interview card 3
Written log 1
Evaluation Man

1
Tape recorder

1

( Table continued on next page)

Item No. Response

TABLE 10 (continued)

4.49

21. b) Members of the examining body are selectedt

by State Department of Education 1
by Assistant Director of Pereonnei 2
Chief examiner im selected by an established proses.;
members of his board by nomination to !Superintendent
and Board of Education

1

35. Haw many times say a osnlidate datlarmem moyantimat:Fa?.*S
Ine.olgpsamLfromExewwwvE,Cs,1.41*-??..'w?"'a-m--

Oepende on reasons
19

Unlionceos as long as cendldete is within time vim.,

Depends on oinumetances (qality of applicant and/or
12

No policy exist
21

Candidata is removed by own request 2
Temporary teacher& are dropped as candidates it theyrefuse initial appointment; probationary candidates
drop to the bottom of the rated and naked list

4

APPENDIX

List of School. Systems Incluisd in Study

Stretua 1 (3 000 or more timehen) MARYLAND

CALIFORNIA

Lem Ansel..
San Diego
San Francisco

DISTRICT OF COURSE&

Oesver

FLOP IDA

Dads Co.. Miasi
Duval Co., Jacksonville
Hillebortugh Co., Tampa

GEORGIA

Attain

HAWAII, STATE OP

ILLINOIS

Chicago

Indianapolis

LOUISIANA

New Orleans

Baltimore

Baltimore Co., Towson
Montsmary Co., hooksille
Prince Georges Co.

SIASSACIIMITIS

NICNIZAN

MISSOURt

St. Louis

NEW YORK

New York

OHIO

Columbus

PENNSYLVANIA

Philadelphia

TENNESSEE

Memphis

TOM

Dallas
'buena

0.1



Stratum 5 (contitd)

GEORGIA

Clayton Coo, Jonesboro
Houston Con, Perry

ILLINOIS

IOWA

Elgin
Granite City

Waterloo

MAINE

Portland

MASSACHUSETTS

Lynn
Somerville

MICHIGAN

Bay City
Birmingham
East Detroit
Jackson
Lincoln Park
Port Huron
Roseville
Taylor Twp.
Waterford Twp., Pontiac
Wayne

MISSOURt

Ritenour Dist., Overland
St. Joseph

MONTANA

Billings
Groat Falls

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Manchester

NEW JERSEY

Hamilton Typo

NEW MEXICO

Roswell

NEW YORK

Elmira
Schenectady

NORTH CAROLINA

OHIO

Alamance Co',
Durham
Harnett Co., Lillington
High Point
Nash Co., Nashville

Graham

Cleveland Heights
Hamilton
Lorain
Middleton*
Warren

OKLAHOMA

Lawton
Midwest City

PENNSYLVANIA

Altoona
Bethlehem



Stratum. I (cont'd)

SOUTH CAROLINA

Berkley Co., Maack' Corner
.Florence
Ma Hill

SOUTH DAROTA

Rapid City

TEXAS

UTAH

Brownsville
Edgewood Sit.
Harlandale Dist., San Antonio
Laredo
Tyler

Alpine Dist., American Fork
Weber Co.

VIRGINIA

Lynchburg
Prince William Co., Manassas
Roanoke Co.

WASHINGTON

Bellevue, Clover Park Dist.
Lakeitod Center

Everett
Yakima

WEST VIRGINIA

Harrison Co., Clarksburg
Marion Co., Fairmont
Mingo Co., Williamson

WYOMING

Casper (Midwest Dints)
Cheyenne


